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Stevens postpones
·mandatory f~e
not represent the opinion of an inBy Brian Broad ·
'Vice-President for Student Af- ·formed student body," said
- fairs Richard Stevens has post- Stevens in the letter.
Student
Body
However,
poned implementing a proposed
$40 manqatory health fee until a · President Doug Cpx said he was
comprehensive study of st_!ldent "pleased with the decision. ··
"Stevens is---;-entitled to his
health care needs can be done.
In a letter to the Health Ser- opinion,'' said Cox, ''but if
vices Advisory Committee, students had beeD' involved with
Stevens said "I have informed the health fee decision from the
President. Mills that I am not start, his perception of our flaws
proposing a Il)andatory health fee wouldn't have to be addressed.
"There was no other decision
at this time."
The letter said, "I still believe we could have made with the init js the only way to improve formation we had at the1time. ''
Dr. Peter Patterson, director of
health services to students."
Stevens said he wants to imple- Hood House, called it, "an unforment a mandatory health fee for tunate decision because it's a
matter of the survival of health
Semester II 1979-80.
Stevens' action resulted from a services here. There will .be difStudent Caucus resolution which ficulties in trying to provide
adequate services next year," he
1 opposed a mandatory fee at this
time because "the UNH student said.
,
r
"I'm torn between two things,"
body was not provided with
A bee does its thing with a blossoming flower outside the MUB yesterday afternoon. (Bob
adequate information on the said Alice Moore, student viceBauer photo)
president for student services
proposed fee."
· lfhe letter called the resolution and a member of the advisory
committee.
''disappointing.''
The Caucus must be willing and
able to address itself to important HEALTH FEE. page 15
campus issues th<jtt may or may

House okays drinking ·hill
By Michael Kelly
After two hours of debate, the
State House voted 218-115 Tuesday
to adopt a bill raising the state's
legal drinking age from 18 to 20.
See related story, pa~e 3

The bill now goes to the state
Senate for a committee hearing,
and then to the Senate floor.
Senate President Sen. Robert
Monier (R-Goffstown) said
yesterday that he supports the
bill, but said he had no idea how
' the rest of the Senate' would vote.
Gov._ Hugh Gallen, who has
been campaigning for a uniform
New England drinking age, said

he will sign the bill if the Senate
passes it.
Rep. Robert Lawton <RMeredith) led a fight to kill the
·bill, but that motion was shot
down in a 213-115 roll call.
Twenty-o~e rsar old Rep.
David Campbell (D-Newport>
proposed an amendment to allow
18 year olds to drink on premises,
but only 20 year olds to buy liquor
in package stores. The proposal
was killed 225-97.
That amendment was originally
suggested to the House by Monier
and Sen. Clesson Blaisdell <DKeene), but Monier said yesterday that he no longer supports it.

Inside

Reporter Joel Brown, one of the 1,414
protestors arrested at .the Seabrook
nuclear power plant site in May, 19i7,
begins his jail term next week. Page 5.
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Gallea appoints
Wilson as trustee

By Laura Locke
Governor's choice of Wilson" as
Gov. Hugh Gallen approved Ian student trustee.
Wilson- as the next University
"The Governor more or less left
System student trustee Wed- the nomination up to the students
nesday.
and more or less agreed with their
Dayton Duncan, Gallen's press , decision,'' Duncan said.
secretary, said a recommenGallen's nomination must now
dation by UNH's Student C~ucus go before the five-member
-had "evervthing to do with the Executive Council for final consideration.
·
According to Duncan, the
Council "should accept that nomination" during its meeting
April 27th.
"By law the Governor's
nomination must be presented to
the Council," Duncan sa·id. '1
assume that they will go along
with his decision."
Duncan said if the Council accepts Gallen's choice, Wilson will
"My guess is that the bill will
begiri his trustee duties on June 1.
be recommended for passage by
the committee, and there will be
Wilson, who is in Washington~
a, very close vote on the Senate
D.C., could not be reached for
floor, but I don't think it has
comment on the Governor's
much of a chance to pass the
decision.
House,'' said Poulton.
Tom Myatt, student vice
Poulton said the committe~ will
president for budget and adpass the bill four to two, since
ministration, said he expected
Gallen to approve Wilson.
four of the bill's sponsors are
"Gallen's decision wasn't a
committee members.
Poulton said the vote would be
surprise," Myatt said. "Ian
five to two if committee chairhelped run · his gubernatorial
man Sen. D. Allen Rock (Rcampaign in southwest New
Nashua) votes.
Hampshire."
Ron Hasseltine, one of the five
Rock declined to comment on
trustee candidates, said Wilson's
the bill, or to guess at its chances
placement on the board will
in committee, Senate, or House.
"strengthen student voice and
He said ,only two of the bill's
make it more vocal.
sponsors were committee mem''Our voice on the Board of
bers.
Trustees hasn't been too strong in
The bill calls for the University
the past few years," Hasseltine
to present the state legislature
said. "I think Ian will add new
with a line-item budget at the
life to the board. He'll reactivate
beginning of every two {ear
student voice."
fiscal period.
Hasseltine said a suggestion by
Any decisions concerning how
Rep. Richard Monissette (Dmoney is spent within the System
Somersworth) to increase the
would have to be approved by the
At a table in front of the Outback on Main Street, Ann
Vorikaesborg prepares an Easter egg for the holiday weekend. WILSON, page 17
BUDGET, page 14
<Jan Brubacner photo)
.

University officials
oppose budget hill
By Michael Kelly
A bill now before the Senate
Finance Committee will give
Gov. Hugh Gallen and his Executive Council power to approve or
reject any chpnges in the University System's budget.
But, according to University
Chancellor Bruce Poulton, the
bill has little cl~ance of becoming
law.
.
Poulton, along with other
System representatives testified
against the bill Wednesday in a
public finance committee nearing in Concord.

"I made that suggestion as an
open, honest compromise for the
deadlocked (House Regulated
Revenues) Committee, but they
broke their deadlock without it,"
said Monier.
"And "he added "When I saw
how so~ndly it w~s defeated in
the House, I realized it was no.
longer a viable alternative. I
don't have to be hit over the head
more than once."
An amendment proposed by
Rep. Dennis Ramsey (D-Gonic)
DRINKING BILL, page 9
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News briefs
New staff na1ned
Sophomore Anne Langlois and junior Tom Lynch have been
appointed managing editors of The New Hampshire, newlyelected Editor-in-Chief Dana Jennings announced last night.
Langlois moves up from ad production manager and Lynch
from sports editor to share the newspaper's second highest post.
Jennings' editorial staff, he added, will be comprised of Beth
Albert and ~achel Gagne, news editors; Lee Hunsaker, sports
editor; Brendan DuBois, features editor; Jonathan Blake, photo
editor; and Donna Funteral, copy editor.
For The New Hampshire business and advertising staff, Jennings has appointed John Elliot as business manager, Joan
Mullaney as advertising manager, and John Clemef!ts Jr. and
Brett Kimball as advertising associate~. Steve D' Alonzo and
Diane Gordon will remain as accounts manager and billing
secretary.
·
Jennings also announced his selection of Mary Lou Pitts as ad
production manager and Marcella Wood as circulation manager.
"We've got a sharp, enthusiastic staff," Jennings said. "We're
looking forward to a productive and exciting year.''
Jennings and his new staff take over with \he April 20 issue of
The New Hampshire.
--.

Firefight~rs

wait

The Durham-UNH firefighters are still waiting for a new fire
·station, as they have been for the past several years.
Now, they are waiting for April 16, when the Board of Selectmen and University officials will meet to iron out the problems
that still remain.
The station came close to approval at the Durham Town
Meeting several weeks ago, but the two-thirds majority needed to
float a $100,000 bond issue for architectural design fell short by 34
votes.
"Nobody stood up and really explained the $100,000," said
Deputy Chief Roland LaRoche, who remains optimistic about
chances to get the money.
Fire Chief Jonathan Greenawalt said that after the April
16 meeting, the future of the station wouk;l be clear.
The firefighters have a positive attitude about the chance for a
new station. "We'll get the station sooner or later," one man said.
The frustration that the men have experienced was·evident as
firefighter Bill Cote waved a hand toward the cramped kitchen of
the station and said, "Would you let your parents live in a place
like this?''
Selectwoman Marianne Hatch said she felt that if the situation
could be made clearer to the town, the money woul6 probably be
, approved.
•
"I feel the fire department should not despair. The town
believes that something must be done, and the town officials do,
too,'' she said.

Planas to speak
1 Chari to Planas, one of the most vocal opponents of Philippine '
P'resident Ferdiand Marcos 's regime, will speak in room 208 of
McConnell Hall Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Planas, a businesswoman and attorney, is seeking asylum in
the United States after escaping from the Philippines in 1978.
Her speech is sponsored by UNH's United Campus Ministry
and the New England Human Rights Network of Cambridge,
Mass.

Sawyer

will

whiffle

Residents of Sawyer Hall will be holding a whiffle ball marathon this month to benefit the McDonald House at Massachusetts
General Hospital.
Tom O'Shea, a Sawyer resident who is organizing the marathon, saitl about 50 percent of the dorm residents will partjcipate
in shifts tp play whiffle ball for 75 hours. The game will begin at
noon on April 19 and end at 3 p.m. April 22.
According to O'Shea, sponsors may pledge any_amount of money.
per hour. The dorm's goal is to raise $2,000 for the house, which is
a facility where' families of child cancer patients can stay while
their children receive treatment.
People interested in pledging money for the marathon can contact Tom O'Shea at2-1125 or Bill Gouger at 2-1126.
·

Today will be n:iostly sunny with highs near 60 degrees, according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will become increasingly cloudy with lows in the 30s.
Tomorrow will be mostly cloudy with temperatures in the 50s.
There is a slight chance of showers. Winds will be lights and
variable.

Space center analyzes cosmos
Richard Kaufmann, professor
By Joy Bleakney
Behind DeMerritt Hall a large, of physics, works with Ar_noldy.
white canvas bubble rises above Kaufmann is trying to figure out
a whirring machine that is how the "numerical calculations
measuring the intensity changes relate to wave growth, how
waves can be predicted and then
in cosmic rays.
On top of Mount Washington, a reproduced.''
Professor of physics John
similiar machine records data to
Lockwood, associate director of
be analyzed later.
Both of these machines, along research, is working on exwith others in space and on Ant- periments that measure gamma
arctica,_ belong_ to UNH's Space rays. "We have flying detectors
that measure gamma rays a top
Science Center <SSC).
The center, founded in 1965, of the atmosphere, and a satellite
uses the talents of nine inter- called the Gamma Ray Obsernationally known scientists along vatory which will measure_gamwith
graduate
and
un- ma rays further up in space," he
dergraduate students to perform said. \
.
experiments that will help in the
Other scientists and UNH
understanding of the environ- ·professors at the center are
William Webber, Edward Cupp,
ment.
Professor Roger Arnoldy, Lennard Fiske, Ludwig Balling,
director of the SSC, is presently John Wright, and Robert Huston
working on an experiement that Jr., the director of the physics
he hopes will ·explain the department.
"mechanism by ~hich particles
Another experiment being done
are accelerated to produce the by the center is t.hP ~obr
northern lights." He is also doing maximum mission, which wm
research on how solar wind traps record the reactions in the sun
accelerated particles in space.
and record the activities of solar
Whether this energy can be flares during the peak of their
tapped or not is uncertain, but eleven year cycle. Data from this
Arnoldy's experiment might help ' experiment may Welp weatherscientists on earth duplicate the men forecast the weather
orocess and use it in nuclear because the effect of the sun on
fusion--the combining of hydro- the earth will be better undergen atoms to form a helium stood.
The center also has a
atom.

magnetometer on Antarctica to
measure slight fluctuations in the
earth's magnetic field and is
planning a solar-polar mission in
the mid-1980's to gather data on
the sun's poles.
The center receives funds from
NASA and the National Science
Foundation. "The University
receives between three-quarter
to a million dollars annually for
SPACE CENTER, page 6

Summer
land use
•
project
planned

By Willard Tucker
A summer work project for the
mentally handicapped that will
t~
·'".
involve a number of UNH
\\
~' ··.
work/study students in the area
'/
of land management is being
~
planned.
The Gateway Association for
Retarded Citizens is developing
the prograrp for individuals in
Strafford County, according to
Ray Matheson of Gateway.
Matheson said he has filed for
four work/study positions and
hopes to attract students for the
positions of business manager,
farm manager, greenhouse
.manager and recreational director.
·
"We have acquired seven acres
of unused land in Dover,'' said
Matheson .. The students would
join ten or twelve mentally handicapped individuals in various
work activities and programs on
the land, he said.
·
"The primary qualification
would be an interest and desire to
work with the mentally impaired," Matheson said. The
students would contribute to the
development of the mentally
handicapped through their observation and discussions with
the program's coordinator, he
said.
Under
the
work/study
arrangement, Gateway would
provide 20 percent of the wages
for the students, and the federal
government would pay the other
80 percent.
Tffe
UNH
agricultural
honorary fraternity, Alpha Zeta,
is making so11 tests on the land to
determine, what it can be used for, Matheson said.
If the summer program is successful, he hopes to expand it to
20-25 individuals in the fall. The
fraternity would test the soil
again at that time to see what
Tony Lee and Nancy Cheever check out Easter bunnies for sale impact the program has had on
in front of the MUB. (Jan Brubacher photo)
the environment.

Business _fraternity starts
By Beth Albert
A new profess.ional fraternity
designed to expose women
economics and business students
to the business world has started
on campus.
Phi Chi Theta was introduced
at UNH by Anne Boring, an exchange student from Chico State
(California), where a chapter of
the national fraternity is
established.
/
Tina Santinelli, a senior
marketing major and vi'cepresident of the fraternity, said
she and Boring formed UNH's
chapter.

"Anne was here last semester
and she told me about the fraternity. We decided 'to start Phi Chi
Theta here this semester," said
Santinelli.
The. UNH chapter has 26 members and two faculty co-advisors,
Whittemore School Assistant
Professors Michael Jones and
Rita Weathersby. Boring is
oresident of the fraternity.
Santinelli said the fraternity ran
a career placement talk last
Tuesday which "was very interesting and informative."
"Edward Doherty, director of
career ,PIT;tl}J!ingAqq p}aee~~nt,

spoke about job opportunities,"
Santinelli said. "We had a good
turnout of 25 or 30 people."
Phi Chi Theta is open to women
who are at least second semester
freshman. They must have a
grade point average of 2.0 or
above.
There is a $25 membership fee
and a $10 dues fee paid every
semester.
This semester the five officers
chose the membership. Santinelli
said the present members will
elect the new members for next
year.
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Mills endorses' govern_a~ce plan .
By Pam Dey
and Willard Tucker
University President Eugene
Mills this week endorsed the new
student governance proposal,
saying he saw "no reason to hold
it up."
In a letter written Wednesday,
Mills said the Student Caucus
"can proceed to work on the constitution and by-laws" of the new
system. His blanket approval of
the system, however, was not forthcoming.
"I'm not worried about

President Mills signing the
proposal," said Vice President
Cheryl Brown. "I don't think
there'll be any big problems. The
-elections will be held April 24 and
25 no matter what.''
Mills included his ''reaction, ·
question, and observations" on
the plan in the confidential letter
to Student Body President Doug
Cox and Vice President for
Student Affairs Richard Stevens.
Cox, who would not release the
letter, said it included some
questions -on how the student

government will work in relation
to
the
faculty-dominated
Academic Senate.
Cox said there were some
"basic-clarification problems" in
the proposal, but that he intended
to- get together with President
Mills and Stevens this week to
resolve the problem. "I think
they can be easily resolved," he
added.
Executive Vice President
Cheryl Brown said the Caucus
Q.ad been going on the assumption
that" Mills -would aP,prove .the
proposal, and had formed a
committee to draw up the constitution and by-laws some three
weeks ago.
That committee has finished its
work and is reviewing the
document for presentation to the
Caucus on Sunday, April 22, according to student Vice,President
for Budget and Administration
"Some may be irresponsible," Tom Myatt.
"The councils outlined in the
said the junior hydrology major.
"But some people over the age of proposed structure cannot be
20 are irresponsible too. There's formed until the constitution is
no reason to exclude 18-year- approved by President Mills,''
he said.
olds."
In his letter, Mills said he
Student Body President Doug
Cox called the trip a "marginal would "act as expeditiously as
success.· ;
possible" to process the con"We'll do better when it goes to stitution when he receives it
later this month.
the Senate," he said.
Mills asked the Caucus to forRimbach said unless s~udents
came to her and made their inten-, mally commupicate the details of
tions known she was not going to the proposal to the Executive ·
organize another bus for the Board of the Academic Senate,
which it will do next Tuesday.
Senate vote.
"I've done everything I can," · "I don't see any probTems
she said. ''This vote was more or there," Cox said. "We've already
less expected, but we have a bet- communicated what it involves."
ter chance in the Senate."
President Mills will then give
The students sat in the gallery
above the House floor for two and GOVERNANCE, page 16
a half hours.

UNH students protest
against drinking hike
By Dennis Cauchon

A student snuggles up with a book on Main Street yesterday as
spring temperatures returned to campus. (Bob Bauer photo)
-'

NH House kills
CWIP surcharges
The State House of Representatives voted 234-l29 Wednesday
to outlaw construction-work-inprogress ( CWIP) surcharges
currently U'sed by the state's
Public Service Company.
The bill now goes to the Senate.
Senate President Robert Monier
(R-Goffstown) said yesterday
that the bill probably could not be
stopped in the Senate, but, he added, he d_id not care.
''The bill is no longer an issue,''
he said. "It's a case of perfor-·
ming an unnecessary autopsy on
a dead body. The Seabrook plant
died when they decided to sell 30
percent of the stock," said
Monier.
"Whether it passes or fails
makes very little difference on
the botton line,'' he said.

The passage of HB 155, which
called for ending CWIP charges,
is seen as a ma ior victory for
Gov. Hugh Gallen, who was elected governor partially because of
his strong stand against the
charges.
Gallen's press secretary,
Dayton Duncan earlier predicted
the bill would pass both the House
and the Senate.
Public Service initiated the
charges a year ago to help finance its share of the construction of
the nuclear power plant at
Seabrook.
Public Service has collected an
estimated $18 million from the
charges. The company anticipated Wednesday's vote, and

UNH art-student
restores the past
By Nancy Carbonneau The way it was. Many people
dream of and relish moments
past, but few resist the eventual
change in history. UNH student
Cathleen Ferreira is a resister.
Ferreira, an art history major,
works hard to keep houses, furniture, artifacts and landscapes
just the way they were hundreds
of years ago at Strawberry Banke
in Portsmouth.
Strawberry Banke is Portsmouth's original name. ·u was
named for- the wild berries
discovered by the first settlers.
Today Strawberry Banke is a
, pre-Revolutionary slice of life. A
microcosm of 1700's Portsmouth a community become
museum. lt is constantly in the
process of restoration and
rchabilita ti on.
Ferreira works about ten hours
a week in the midst of the
restoration project as an unpaid
volunteer. "It's a real science,
not housework," said Ferreira.
"We have to be so careful with
everything."
-

Ferreira works with Darlyne
Franzen,
a
preservation
technician. They're responsible
for the preventative maintenance
of the houses and making sure
they are clean and free from
pollutants.
They also preserve art objects.
"I care very much about the
object and what I ~m doing to it,"
said Ferreira. "You always have
to be thinking; what is good for
the object and never let yourself
get bored while working on the
object."
The work can be hard and
tedious, but "we can't afford to
make mistakes and if we become
bored, it's important that we
realize it and stop what it is we're
doing, so we don't get sloppy and
make a mistake, which could ruin
a piece," said Ferreira.
The first day she worked there,
Ferreira spent all day on her
hands and knees ferretting out
insects that had infested some
rugs.
RESTORATION,-p'd ge 17

"Give me booze or give me,
death," read the sign of Daniel
Cotter, a sophomore beer drinker
from Christensen Hall.
Cotter was one of about 40 UNH
students who travelled to Concord Tuesday in an attempt to
persuade the New Hampshire
House not to vote to raise the
legal_drinking age to 20.
"I think _the majority of the
students here are pretty apathetic,'' said Cotter, an -exchange
student from California. "Beer
drinkers will complain, but they
won't get out and do anything."
Thirty people rode to ConCQrd
in a bus paid for by some Durham
residents,
including
Nick
Karabelas, owner of Nick's and
Scorpios.
Leslie Rimbach, who organized
the trip, said some people who
were expected to help pay didn't
come-through.
She said Student Gov~rnmerit
might have to pick up about $20 to
$30 of the tab.
"The trip was very successful," Rimbach said. "I was a
·little dlSappointed with the turnout from UNH, but the group who
cam_e really expressed their
views to legislators . ."I honestly don't think the
-drinking age will go to 20," said
the senior political science
major. "We have a good shot at
19 but without student ~support it
will go to 20."
"My rep is going to vote no,"
said freshman Marion Sabella. "I
wish more people had come
though. I would have liked to
have packed the whole gallery.''
Karen Howe said she came be- '
cause she needed a ride to the law
library in Concord. She also said ·
she believes 18-year-olds have the
right to drink.

The New Hampshire
receives top honors
The New Hampshire has been awarded top honors in the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association's national student
newspaper contest. r
·
The paper won a Medalist Certificate--the contest's highest
award--for issues published in 1978. The award places The New
-Hampshire in the top ten percent of all entrants.
. Approximately 1,050 college, junior college, and high school
newspapers entered the CSPA's 55th annual contest.
Among the 60 four-year colleges participating were the University of Notre Dame, the University of South Carolina, and Suffolk
University in Boston.
The contest, run under the auspices of Columbia University in
New York City, also provides entrants with an in-depth critique of
their newspapers.
The New Hampshire's last Medalist Certificate was awarded
for 1975 issues. In 1976 and 1977, the paper won the First Place
award.
A number of First Place papers are awarded the Medalist Certificate for "special achievement." ·

A shattered window at Woodruff House fragments the scene outside. (Jonathan Blake photo)
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Campus\ cale~dar ·

Taking care of (bees)ntiss
By Melanie Bantis
Although many UNH students
frequeqt Scorpio's on weekends,
Scorpio's next door neighbor,
David Orde, spends his weekends
tending 28 beehives at his Hollis
farm. While this isn't a popular
student pastime, Orde is one
senior who takes great pride in
his hobby.
Orde took up beekeeping three
years ago, after working on a
fruit farm for many years.
Though this experience spurred
his interest, Orde admits, "I used
· to be afraid of bees, but then I
decided to try it <beekeeping)
and I liked it."

FRIDAY, April 13
COUNSELING HORIZONS CONFERENCE: The conference will deal with present and future trends in counse,ling. The John S. Elliott Alumni Center, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Admission $12 for students; $15 professionals. Includ~s lunch.
For more information, contact the Counselor Ed. Office,
Morrill Hall, 862-2310.
,
DEPARTMENTS OF EARTH -SCIENCES AND ELEC.TRJCAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR: "Core Drillin2:
Through the Ross Ice Shelf (Technique and Results),'' Dr.
Igor .Z-otikov, Institute of Geography, Moscow, USSR.
James Hall, Room 128, 11 a.m.-12 moon.
ECUMENICAL GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE: The service will
include"a brief sermon and will conclude with meditations
by the University chaplains on the seven last words of Jesus.
Church of St. Thomas M;re, 12:10-1 p.m. Everyone
welcm:ne. ·
SEMINAR ON NUCLEAR AND .PARTICLE PHYSICS:
"Quark Confinement," Harvey Shephard, Physics Department. DeMeritt Hall, Room 304, from 1-2 p.m.
.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Normal, the Know-Not Prince,"
an original children's musical directed by Theater major
Stephanie Patrick. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 4 p.m. Ad~ission $l. G~oup rate of $.50 f~r 12 or
more.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: George
Chaitas, French horn. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: The Gang, rock and roll, 8 p.m.

The beekeeping process is
complicated, Orde explains. The
swarms of bees are contained in a
super, a box with ten removable·
frames.
"First the bees gather the nectar from the flowers and take it
bac~ to the hive to condense it.
May and June is the biggest
honey flow, when the spring
flowers come up, and then again
in the fall when weeds start
flowering."
The bees manufacture the
honeycombs on the frames.
"Then," Orde says, "You pull out
the frame, brush the bees off, and
extract the honey," which leads

"Bees literally work themselves to death," says Orde.
"They travel 1200 miles before
they gather an ounce of honey.
Then their wings wither away
and they die. So next time you
buy a pound of honey, think of all
the work that's gone into ft."

Hitchcock--Master of Suspense

N.H. MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION SOLO AND
ENSEMBLE Ff:STIVAL: Music Wing, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 a.m.-5:30 P-~:UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Normal, the Know-Not Prince,"
an original children's musical directed by Theater major
Stephanie Patrick. Hennessy The1ter, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 11 a.m. Admission $1; group rate of $.SO for 12 or
more.
MEN'S BASEBALL: Maine, Brackett Field, 12:30 p.m ..
Doubleheader.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: Massachusetts, fields behind Field
House, 1 p.m. Doubleheader.
MEN'S TRACK: Maine, Lewis ,Field, 1 p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE: Bowdoin, Lewis Field, 2 p.m.
MUB PUB: The Gang, rock and roll, 8 p.m.

Orde cites his success in selling
the honey: "New England honey .
is a mixture of wildflowers - it
has a distinct flavor and is
becoming popular fast.'' ·

STVN features
Hitch 's classic

,. ''THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH''

Orde complains about one misconception most people have.
"The public thinks everything
that stings is a bee. Bees don't
sting unless they're aggravated.
They're into collecting nectar;
they won't bother you while
they're collecting it. If you get
stung, it's usually a hornet, a
wasp, or a yellow jacket.''

Starring Peter Lorre .

and ...

Frank Sinatra in

''THE DETECTIVE''
("'That's Life") HUNTER bi~ screen TV

Sunday Afternoon 1 :00-5':00 *FREE
plus

SUND AV, April 15

The lofty, slender figure, with
his ruddy complexion nestled in a
bearded cradle of dark curls,
points up to~ paper nest hangi~g
off his bulletm board: "Now this
is a wasp's nest. Bees don't have
nests like these, they usually
swarm together under corners of
buildings."

''CAPTAIN MARVEL''

the original
continuin serialization
AND CAI<TOONS, ASSOHTED SIIOI<TS

PROJECTIONS: "Dear Inspector," directed by Philippe
DeBroca, and starring Annie Girardot and Philippe Noiret.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission$. 75 or MUSO Film Pass. ·
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Steve Smillie,
percussion. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center,
8 p.m.
MOB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p. m.

t,\\\!D OPENING
~(j, @~

MONDA V, April 16
PREREGISTRATION FOR SEMESTER I, 1979-80, BEGIN_S
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Theme: "California Here He Comes," a farewell to President Eugene Miils.
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3..p.m. Continues through Thursday, April 19. ·
HUMAN SEXUALITY MONTH: "Love," a film by Leo
Buscaglia of the University of Southern California. The film
is directed ·at the dynamics,., of hu.man relationships. Hunter
Lounge, 7 p.m.
. LECTURE ON CHEMICAL AND RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: Alan Borner, a freelance journalist and leader of
a regional Task Force on Hazardous Chemical and Radioactive wastes will speak about this environmental problem
and what is not being done about it. in New England.
Woodruff House (Environmental Min~ Dorm), at 8 p.m.
Sponsored by the Environmental Mini Dorm.
HAROLD A. IDDLES LECTURE Sf:RIE$: "How Do Enzymes Work?" Professor William N. Lipscomb, Jr., Nobel
Laureate in Chemistry, Harvard. Room L-103, lddles
Auditorium, Parsons Hall, at 8 p.m.

April 17th

Lowest Priced New & "Experienced"
Records
Highest Cash and Trade In
Record finding service
New stock additions weekly
"Great sound at sound prices"
Every 13th'. customer on our
first 3 grandopening days
will receive a $3 gift certificate

'

Orde describes the formal
procedure for introducing the
queen bee to the worker bees. "I
get the bees from down south in 3pounCl packages (with 4,000 ~ees
per pound). The queen is in a
separate package. There's candy
in the sides of her package, so the
other bees eat through it and
release her; by this time they
have accepted her. If thev didn't
introduce h'er this way, the bees
would instincti~e1y attack this
foreign bee."'
The- plant science major, who
will be graduating in December,
plans to "go_ into far.ming."
Beekeeping will be an mtegral
part of. his farming, says Orde .

SHOE SALE
~BROOKS

VILLANOVA

Reg. $19.95 Now $14.95
Hours
Tues-Sun

· · BROOKS VANTAGE
:-~eg.-

$29.95 Now $23.95

10:30-7

Next to
Franklin Theater
Jenkins Court
Durham, NH
868-1204

The New flamp5hire mSPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. ~usiness office hours:
Tuesday and Thursday I to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a .m. to 2 p.m .
Academic year subscription: $9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham,
N,.H. 03824 .. Advertisers should check their ads the first day . The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or otil_er: ,errors-, but will
reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typograpru~a.It1vor appears,
if. notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send addrt'ss clt-.ui'g~s to The New
Hampshire. Room 151, Mt:B. UMI, Ourham. :'\.II, trn<2.4. tf,000 copit•s 1u•r
!ssuP prinlt•d at ( 'ourit<i· PuhlishinF Co .. Hodv•slt•r, :\.II

An extraction of 100 pounds of
honey per hive is a good batch,
according to Orde, with 60-80,000
bees per hive. Last year he
managed to rake up over 2 tons of
honey, which he sells at $1.50 per
pound.

STVN

SATURDAY, April 1~

to the next step, the uncapping.
The uncapping knife is a hot
knife that slices off the top layer
of wax. The frames of a honeycomb
are then put into an extracter - a
huge motor operated cylinder
which centrifugally spins the
lioney out of the frames. ·
Then in the final phase, Orde
describes, "The honey flows into
the clarifier, and heats the honey
to separate the wax. Then it's
filtered and bottled up.''
The honey is collected once a
year, at the end of August. Here,
Orde probes into the creatures'
psyches.
"They (the bees) get all
psyched up when they make a lot
of honey, so if you take it away
while they're producing they get
discouraged and don't produce as
much." Thus the once-a-year
collection.

Also Lady Vantage
Lady Villanova

:
•
;
..,

M -F 9: :~0-5: 00
Sat. 9::30-1 :30
8fi8-5fi:~.i
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Two years later: a Clams heller goes to jail
by Joe!Brown
Monday morning, I will be in jail.
I will be serving ten days in the Brentwood County
Farm, and paying a $100 fine. I was among 1,414 Clamshell Alliance members arrested for trespassing on the
site of the proposed Seabrook Nuclear Power Station
on May 1, 1977.
I was eighteen years old, a high school senior, when I
attended my first Clamshell non-violence training
session in the basement of a Durham church that
spring. I was convinced of the danger, the finality of
nuclear power, and I knew then that I might go to jail:But I could not have imagined that~ by the time I
would serve my sentence, the United States would have
haaits first major nuclear accident, near Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania; nor could I have imagined President
Jimmy Carter donning yellow radiation booties for an
inspection of the crippled reactor.
What has happened at the Three Mile Island plant, so
similar to the ''China Syndrome,'' hammered home by
all the talk of millirems and evacuees, must seem like
bad science fiction to many . I was a novice radical that
sunny weekend in Seabrook, '77, and former governor
Meldrim Thomson 's glower posed a more immediate
-threat than any possible meltdown.
But Thomson is gone now, and I am twenty, and no
longer a novice protester. And in the bars of Dover and _
·on the Boston Common - everywhere, except in Carter's energy message - nuclear power is the number
one topic.
...

................ .

I first thought of joining the anti-nuclear movement
one winter morning in 1976, when our local radio
station reported that a farmer, cast as something of a
flake, was pole-sitting on a tower at the nearby Seabrook site, braving Arctic winds and frigid temperatures to demonstrate his opposition to nuclear power. I
was not the only one whose attention was ~aptured
that morning; Ron Riek's action seems, in retrospect,
heroic-:
That summer, a number of anti-Seabrook groups
coalesced into the Clamshell Alliance. I watched their
smallish demonstratio.ns that year from the sidelines. I
began reading nuclear power articles, and I was horrified at things the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ac-_
cepted matter-of-factly. By the following spring I was
ready to join in active protest against nuclear technology.
Though two hundred Clams had been arrested at
Seabrook in the past year, there was an incredible sense
of novelty that Saturday afternoon, as hundreds of
state troopers and a massive press assemblage
watched us erecting a tent city on Public Service
Company's construction site.
The atmosphere was that of a .medieval crusade,
with a rainbow of wildly assorted tents, banners flapping in the sea breeze: TURN OFF THE NUKES &
TURN ON THE SUN, and WE ARE HERE FOR THE
FUTURE. There were musicians, jugglers, and reporters from Time and Newsweek. There was even
heraldry of a populist sort, in armbands and no-nukescow buttons.
The sense of community was intense, made more
powerful because we were surrounded. We had the
nuke, and I had a clearer. sense of right and wrong than
ever before. There was much dancing.
Sunday night, we were finally arrested, for 'criminal
trespass.' It was eleven o'clock before my group was
herded onto one of the schoolbuses and read our rights.
We sang a final, brief chorus of "Happy Trails to
you/until we meet ag~in ... , "and were carted off to ·
Portsmouth National Guard Armory, with its barbedwire-topped fences. A long, frightening, sleepless night
passed; we were held on our cramped bus, · not even
allowed a trip to the bathroom.
After sun up, we were marched inside and arraigned
before a yawning judge. We were among the few sent
home without posting bail; we were dirty and exhausted and jubilant. d was about to call a friend to
come over with some beer when I remembered all my
friends were in school. .
Hampton District Court
Hampton, New Hampshire

@
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. H. AllrodCaaaasa,/usllce

Edward J. McDermott, Speclo.J Justice
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Joel~~ David Brown
i7 Spurcc Street
Exeter, N.H.
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Re:
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No:

Ottense:
Dear Sir
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---"'"Ma=rc=h~?_ _ _
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State vs _...:;,Jo::..::.e.:..l=na~vi""-d.;.;,Br""o'='n_ _

Criminal Trespass

/'f.-:

The · Clerk of the Rockingham County Superior Court has notified the
Rampton District Court that the above entitled case has been ' remanded
tor imposition of the original sentence.
The

o~1£1nal

sentence was:

(i)

Fine of :

(2)

Co1111itment to the House of Correction at hard labor for a
period of _i5_days,
ve days ~us pended.

$i00

ff

Tho Court records indicate that you have been credited with
0
days of pre-trial confinement. Accordingly, _i_O_
days remain to be served.
You will be expected to be present on
Monday, April 16 ,
Q
,
i979 at ~ A.M. at the llnmpton
District Court to serve the designated number of days,

~~e t~~t:r;~~e 0 !1 th$ib~ne' o~~~r"~!~o~: ~~~·~~~~e t~P;::~!nce

date.

--

Verytr1!&~

cJ::?.y.;. "'"

A few weeks later, sixty of us were called before
Hampton District Court. The lawyers convened at the
bench almost immediately, and after much consultation, it was agreed we had pied not guilty, been found
guilty, and appealed our cases to the Superior Court.
The judge_waved goodbye from a second floor window as we skipped out of the court building, thinking
maybe this _was the end of it, that our cases would be
dismissed, or simply die of old age.
It hasn't worked out that way.

.................

Clam§hell people are not the wild-eyed fanatics
William Loeb describes~ nor are they as childlike, saintly, and wimpy as they're more often considered.
There are doctors, scientists, college students, and
entire families involved. There are folks like Miriam,
who was lying down in front of plutonium-laden trains
in Colorado with her mother before No Nukes became
one of the catch-phrases of the 70's. Most live thoughtfuily, but the only safe generalization is that Clams
give a damn.
Always when my resolve wanes, something happens
' to return my commitment to the Clamshell. All my
baser instincts, fear and apathy and indolence, are
sooner or later lost to this cause, to the reason or the
people or the dancing.
Irt the sprigg of '78, one year after the 1,414 arrests,
the Clams held a reunion dance in the Portsmouth Armory that had seemed so fOrbidding a year before, in
the middl_e of the night. We had returned. By then I had
begun to wonder if the '77 demonstration was a onetime wonder: the dance brought me back into the fold.
·I was there in June when as many as 20,000 people
gathered for a legal ral~y at the site, and heard Pete
Seeger, Jackson Browne, and Benjamin Spock.
For the first time, a deep factional dispute threatened to split the clamshell. I tried moderating some of
the debates for a time, and found I would rather dance
than argue. There were too many viewpoints to appreciate, too much frustration to suppress.
·
On Hiroshima Day, August 6, a friend and I made it
to the demonstration at Rocky Flats plutonium· processing plant, near Boulder, Colorado. But the Rocky
Flats Truth Force was not nearly so well prepared as
_ the Clamshell. We spent the night in our van in the
parking lot of the Boulder Holiday Inn.
One night in January of this year, I came home to
find a letter from the Superior Court in Exeter, where
Clams were often sentenced to months in jail. I knew
what would happen as soon as I saw the return address.
On the appointed day, I went out to breakfast, and
then to the court to face arraignment on my two-year
old appeal. The judge asked'when I would be ·ready to
present my case in a trial, and I said June 1, thinking of
school. He set a trial date in early March. Shortly I sent
a letter to the courts, dropping my appeal, so that my
case would be returned to District Court for enforcement of my original ten day sentence.
This was not the best of times for the Clamshell. Five
hundred Clams had actually been called on their....appeals. The Public Service Company brought a huge
reactor vessel to Seabrook, dodging vigilant Clams
with a ·bait-and-switch maneuver. There were 183
arrests when it was moved to the site. Soon I was notified to report for tny ten days on April 16, two years
almost to the day since I'd attended my first Clamshell
nonviolence training.
Non-Clams were sure now that we had failed. "It's
gonna be built, you know." they kept telling me. "It's a
lost cause."
My parents were quietly and nervously supportive of
my coming jail trip. My friends all said You 're kidding
- how long ago was tf}at? Some clams: veterans-of New
"
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Hampshire's county jails, "hated to 'tell me" that ten
days wasn't very much.
I felt myself passing between soldierly acceptance of
- duty - I'm only a footsoldier in the Clamshel! - to low
grade terror. I didn't go to see Midnight Express. For
reassurance, I called members of my '77 group who
had served their time already.
"I didn't mind." schoolteacher Franz Nikolai said.
"I always kind of planned on it."
"It was a very good experience." said Jane Kaufman, an artist and mother who did thirty days instead
of ten. because she refused to pay her fine. "It was an
education most people don't get. I'm no longer afraid to
stand up for what I believe in.''
I went in knowing what I did was right." Jane added.
"Most people go in because they've done something
wrong."
1
Well, alright, I finally said to myself; maybe I could
write about it.
'
But always, always when my resolve wanes, some·
thing happens to reawaken my commitment, to · No
Nukes and the Clamshell.
The Three l.W"ile Island accident, while a horror show,
especially for those who live nearby, has removed the
faint shading of folly some people perceived in my
going to jail. Against the background of the China Syndrome film, it has radicalized many average Americans.
My friend Donny from '78, who in despair threw a
cup of coffee at the reactor vessel as it crept past his
house, wants to repeat the non-violence training so
he'll be ready for future actions. In many states and in
Washington, D.C. legislatures are responding to the
mounting, broad-based opposition to the nuclear industry. A friend of mine who is in the Army Reserves
predicts there'll be "a lot of new faces" at the next
Clamshell demonstration in Seabrook, July 14.
I'm st~ll going to jail, however.
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notices
GENERAL
WOODRUFF HOUSE <THE ENVIRONMENTAL MINI
DORM) HAS OPENINGS for the fall '79 semester. Enjoy a unique living and learning experience. Call Don or
Dave at 2-2057, or 868-9678.
EASTER EGG HUNT: Sigma Nu fraternity in
cooperation with Durham merchants <and the Easter
bunny! ) will be holdiflg an Easter egg hunt on Sunday,
April 15, at 2 p.m . The hunt is intended for preschoolers
and children in grades kindergarten through third of the
Lee and Oyster River School districts . Easter eggs will
be hidden behind the tennis courts next to the Field
House. Free coffre for the parents while> ~· 0ung~ters <ff"
hunting for eggs. Come and have a great time .
CAMPUS MINISTHY PRESEi'iTATIUJ\i : Charito
Planas, an attorney, and one of the most vocal opponents of Philippine Pres. Ferdinand Marcos and the
martial law his regime has imposed, will be on campus
on Tuesday, April 17. She will be available to present one
talk in the morning and one in the afternoon. Any
student or professor who is interested in having Charito
speak in his/her classroom, please contact David
Grainger at 862-1165.
WATER CARNIVAL: Thursday, April 19, Field House
pool, from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Open to all full-time UNH
students, faculty, and staff. The emphasis is on fun, and
the games, contests, and novelty relays can be done by
any level swimmer. Organize your team and submit an
8-person team roster to the Recreation Department,
Room 151, Field House, no later than 4 p.m. Monday,
April 16. Some of the events include Clothes Relay,
Beachball Re-lay, etc. For additional information, call
the Recreational Sports Department, 862-2031. Nonrecreation pass holders may pay $1 daily guest fee to
participate.
GAY WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Mondays
'
Schofield House, from 4-6 p.m.

AT THE FACULTY CENTER

Space

RENAISSANCE HOUR: John Wicks and Robert Stibler,
faculty mef!Jbers in the Music Department, will give a
demonstration and play music from the Renaissance
period on wind instruments. Wednesday, April 18,
~acult~ Center,_from 3:30-5 p.m. There will be a cash

ACADEMIC
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES MEETING-~EGAL
AND POLITICAL: Meeting to discuss opportunities,
credit requirements, application procedures <for preregistration). Tuesday, , April 17, Room 325, Social
Science Center, at 12:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Political
Science Department.
ARUNDEL MEETING: Students interested in studying
in Arundel, England are invided to attend an important
meeting on Monday, April 16, in Room 26, Murkland
Hall, from 4-6 p.m. This meeting is for those students
who plan on spending part or all of next year in Arundel.
Sponsored by the Liberal Arts Advising Center.

ce~ter

SPACE CENTER
continued from page 2

research,'' said Arnoldy.
Funding for experiments done
by scientist comes from NASA after the scientist has submitted for
approval an idea with an ex-

planation about how it ' will be
carried out.
The University also supplies
the SSC with funds for the special
accountants it needs, draftsmen,
secretaries, and otherpeople
needed for research.
"We can do a lot of experiments
in space because there are no
walls to hinder us. When we try to
reproduce what's happening up
there down here, we always have
the problem of boundaries," said
Arnoldy.

RELIGION

Apr. 13-15: Glass Mountain

FRIDAY NIGHT GATHERING: Friday, April 13,
Durham Community Church, from 6-9 p.m. Supper at 6
p.m . We will attend Brahm's Requium in the Community Church at 8 p.m. Everyone welcome.

1~7"1-.2~2..,:s.R•e"'n~eg..,·a~d"1e~~,a ·~

fDA:tam1p•r·•·

CAREER

1

~

CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 4, Module
D:Locating Occupational Information. This module will
assist you in locating occupational and career information. You will also take a career interest survey.
Tuesday, April 17, Grafton Room, Memorial Union,
·
from 2:30-4:30p.m.
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: Information sessions
on finding and applying for summer jobs. Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston Hall, Monday,
April 16, at 6:30 p.m.

Apr. 24-29: Skinny Kid

~

Tues: College I.D. Night.
W;ed: Ladies ~ight
Thurs: Beggar's Night

LU
~

~
..-u

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
BREAKFAST FOR SECRETARIES: Honor your
secretary! Now is · the time for you to show your apPARAPSYCHOLOGY CLUB PRESENTATION: Lecpreciation to your secretaries for all of the extra things
ture on Biofe~back, by Dave Lawson. Monday, April
they do for you all year. This special breakfast event will
16, Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, at 8 p.m.
be held on Tuesday, April 24, at the Faculty Center,
UNH ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting, Wedfrom 8-10 a.m. Menu includes fruit juice, muffins and
nesday, April 18, l\endall Hall, Room 202, at 7:30 p.m.
danish, cheese omelet, tea or coffee, and a fresh fruit
We will watch a movie entitled "Grow Your Own
bowl. Meal charge is $2.50 per person. Reservations are
Dairy." Last meeting before The Little Royal. Bring
required. Please call the Faculty Center at 862-1320.
SECRETARIES' DAY AT UNH: Treat your secretary to • your questions.
ALPHA ZETA OFFICERS MEETING: Wednesday,
lunch at the Faculty Center. Each secretary will be
'
April 18, Kendall 212, at 4 p.m.
presented with a flower and a complimentary dessert.
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Tuesday, April 17,
Wednesday, April 25, Faculty Center, from 11:30 a.m.Room 134, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.
1:30p.m.

~~~~~...,

K ~~
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WOMEN'S STUDIES
LI)

Course Offerings -- Fall 1979

V\

0

~

f'L

0

Women's Studies 401

Admn 780

TR 11-1 p.m.
Introduction to Women's Studies
Elizabeth Hagemam
II
(Course satisfies General Education Group
Kathy Speare
introducation
Requirement. Recommended as general
Larson
Barbara
problems
to Women's Studies topics, such as
gender
on
of discrimination, feminist perspectives
roles, women and literature, women in society, etc.)
Women in Management Sec I

M 6.-9 p.m.

Women in Management Sec II

M 6-9 p.m.

Rita Weathersby
, Staff

MWF 8-9:30 a.m.

Econ 698 Sec' II

Topics in Discrimination: Sex\ Discrimination
and employment

Engl685

Women's Literary Traditions: New
England Women Writers 1850-1900

TR 11-12:30 p.m.
Josephine Donovan

l::ngl 785

Major Women Writers

TR 9:30-11 a.m.
JS'an Kennard

Explorations in History:
European Women, Sex and Power

TR 9:30-11 a.m.

Hist 595

Russ 595E Sec I

ThCo595A

. Special topics in Culture and Literature:
Images of Women in Russian Literature
Special Topics: Gender and Expression

John Korbel

Judith Silver

MW 3:30-5 p.m.
Marybeth Spain
TR 2-3:30 p.m.

Pat Fleming

19 Murkl9nd, 2-2194
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Convention focuses on politics
ested in the topic (he was on the 1962 said the program's central
Constitution, Foreign Policy and theme was tens10n in democracy.
Democracy panel) and because
. The convention had . ten panel
I'm a working politician. By my discussions at which academic
being here I was alsq able to give papers were reviewed and
the position of the House (of Rep- debated by other professors.
resentatives)."
Having a paper accepted to be
Gerald Grady, a University of , discussed at an academic conferMassachusetts at Amherst ad-' ence helps a professor win_prominis tra tor and secretary- POLITICAL SCIENCE, page 16
treasurer of the NHPGA since

School of Health Studies

10th Anniversary

HEALTHFAIR
.

.

.

TUESDAY APRIL 17· Memorial Union (MlJB)
Film & Lecture Series - room 308
.
-<lecture) 10:00 "Battered Wives" Murray Strauss
(lecture) 11 :OQ "Family Violence" Betts Davfs ·
(discussion) 12:30 ''Birth Control'' Human ~exua:iity center Hood House
(film) 2: 15 "Child Abuse" Linda Router
(lecture) 3:00 "Family Violence" Jan Schaefer
(film) 4:00 "Birthing" Maryln Harrison·
(film) 6: 00 "Child Birth" Pat J ulin
7:00 "Child Birth" Pat Julin
·
8:00 "Child Birth" Pat Julin

Demonstrations -Hillsborough Sullivan Room rm. 315-316
1-1: 45 Aerobic Dancing Inc Nancy Chapman
2-2: 30 Exercise Demonstration Donna Hayward
/ 4: 30-6 J .D. Noble Disco Dance Revue Ed DeValle
7:00 Belly DanceDemonstration Mary De_g an

· American Heart.Association
American Cancer Society
American Diabetes Assoc.
American Red Cross

I

I

Demonstrations, film & booths continuous all day
Rms. 305-306-307
Blood typing- UNH med tech's
CPR- Red Cross
Visual testing- Hood House
Breathalizer Demonstration
Breast Self Exam
Diabetes blood tests
_ Blood Pressure Screening
Info on Heart Disease, V.D., Immunizations
& much more

Womens Center
Couns-eling & testing
D.S. Food & Drug Administration
Weight Watchers

MAY1979
DEGREE CANDIDATES
(

·- The Registrar's Offic~ is currently
• .displaying a list of all May
degree candidates. This list is _
located on the bulletin board
in the basement of Thompson Hall.

If your name is NOT on the list
~nd you wish to graduate in May,
please be sq.re_to pick up an
intent-to ..graduate card in Room 8-A,
Thompson Hall. THE LAST DAY TO
FILE for graduation is APRIL 20th.
I

\

- .

Lung Association
La Leche League
Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Blue Cross/Blue \Shield
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SPRING SPECIALS !

MUB
CAFETERIA
DAILY BREAK.FAST SPECIALS

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS

MONDAY- 2 Scrambled Eggs, Homefries, Toast
TUESDAY - 3 Blueberry Pancakes, 2 Sausages, Syrup
WEDNESDAY - Cheese Omelette, Toast
THURSDAY - 3 Slices French Toast,Syrup, 2 Strips
Bacon
FRIDAY - ~ Fried Eggs, Homefries, Toast

MONDAY - FRUIT PLATE - Cottage Cheese, Pears,
Peaches, Apple Sauce, Egg, Pineappl_e
TUESDAY - HAM SALAD PLATE - Ham Salad; Egg,
Carrot, Celery Sticks
WEDNESDAY - TUNA SALAD PLATE - Tuna Salad,
· Macaroni Salad, Carrot and Celery sticks
THURSDAY - EGG SALAD PLATE - Egg Salad, Swiss and
Provolone-Cheese, Tomato Slice, and Potato Salad
FRIDAY - FRUIT PLATE - Cottage Cheese, Pears,
Peaches, Pineapple, Apple Sauce, Egg

Also: juice and coffee or tea or cocoa or milk

Only $1.15
Assorted Donuts- .20
Assorted Danish - .35
Assorted Bagles - .30

9-Verything attractively arranged on a bed of
crisp lettuce with assorted crackers!

o ·n1y $1.25 .

DON'T FORGET COFFEE OR TEA . . . .

Come Indulge In ...
A Cool Cream y

FRAP PE

15¢

Eff~ctive

April 16, 1979

with your own cup.

... Spring Has Sprung
at the

MUB PUB
FREE Popcorn ! !

.55¢

FRIDAY I SATURDAY I SUNDAY

Also: Fresh Made Grinders
Roast Beef, Ham, Vegetarian, Italian

also= Chocolate Eclairs . .. 25¢

pis!~£ttio*s
Memorial Union - Level 2
Mon-Fri, 11·10; Sat,4-10; Sun, 1·10

95C
"Only at the MUB PUB Grill!

COME ON DOWN!
Effective April 16, 1979
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and Rep. Anna Van Loan (R-Bedford) that would change the bill to
allow 19 year olds to drink and
those ·already 18 to continue

,

PRE-REGISTRATION

§

§
§

'

~

for

§

§

franklin Pier'c e College New Hampshire College
KeeneStateCollege NotreDameCollege
Plymouth State College
RivierCollege
St. Anselm's College

t

UniversityofNewHpmpshire

1

portmg his motion , Lawton §
denied recent allegations in the ~
Manch,~ster. Union Leader ~ha~ he
was . bramles~ , fl stmkmg ·
§
hypocrite, and a liberal. "
ART MAJORS: 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Like otners who opposed ~
Room A 201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office)
HB171, Lawton said that the bill
You must bring your signed
was unfair to 18 and 19 year olds
because it denied them the right §
§
preregistration form.
to drink, while state law re.~og- §
§
_
§
nized them as legal adults.
NON ART. MAJORS: 7:00-9:00 p.m.§
Lawton, -who led the Regulated
Carroll-Belknap Room, MUB§
Revenues commi~tee min~rity §
Students can only register for§
report that the bill was mex- ~
one person.§
pedient to legislate, argued that
passage of the bill .wo1:1ld not §
reduce teenage dnnkmg or .
§ NOTE: If is.not necessary to sign up for Art History
teenage drunken driving.
But committee chairwoman § _ courses with the Art Department.
Rep. Kathleen Ward (R- §
Please direct any question to the Art Department §
Littleton) defended the commit§
A 201 , PCAC, Te. 862 _2190
tee's majority report of "ought to §
~
pass." Ward said an. "over- §
whelming majority" of those who §
had testified before her committee supported an increase in the ~c.<?>tQ'l~tQ'l~~~tQ'lc.Q">c.<?><.Q>c.<?>~cQ>~
'
,.
drinking age.
"Thirty-six out of 50 states do
not allow 18 year olds to drink,
and many of those that do are in
the process of correcting their
mistakes," said Ward.
Rep. Ernest Coutermarsh {DNashua) called the bill hypocritical and quoted a Boston Globe
poll that claimed less than 14 percent of those arrested for driving
under ~he influence of alcohol are
under 20.
Coutermarsh echoed the fears
of several other speakers when
he said that the bill would lead
teenagers to drive to Vermont
(which recently rejected a bill to
raise its drinking age from 18 to
20) for alcohol, thus increasing
highway deaths.
that countered
Ward
suggestion, saying that once the
bill was passed, "we may be able
to put some pressure on Vermont
to get them to raise their age. ' '
Gov. Gallen's press secretary,
Dayton Duncan, said yesterday
that the Governor is still pushing
for a uniform regional drinking
age.
House appropriations Commit- ·
tee Chairman Rep. John Tucker
(R-Claremont) opposed the bill
saying that investigations by his
committee showed that the bill's passage would not affect liquor
sales in the state.
"In other words, the bill will
have no impact whatsoever. The
same amount of liquor will be
sold; the bill will not do what it is
supposed to do,'' said Tucker.
( RBosse
Leigh
Rep.
Hillsborough), the bill's sponsor~
admitted the bill was not "a cureall, but it will help. ·
"The bill will not eliminate
drunken teenage driving, it will
not eliminate alcohol in the high
schools, but it will help," said
Bosse.
''And '' said Bosse ''To those
of our citizens who ar~ under 20, I
will · say . this .. bill does
discriminate, but tlie discrimination' is valid, not unreasonable.''
Even mote debate is expected
on the bill in the upcoming Senate
~
hearing and on the Senate floor:
But that debate will probably
not be hear'd for at least a week.
Monier said yesterday he was
in no hurry to get the bill on the
Senate floor because he had a
number of Senate bills tQ get out
of the way first.
''We have a deadline of April 27
for Senate bills, and no deadline
for House bills, so any House bill
sent over is not going to be given
high priority,'' said Monier.
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10: 00 A.M. to 4: 00 P .M.

RAMADA INN

172 North Main Street, Concord, New Hampshire

INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

To Schedule Interviews, You Should:

·

a.) Obtain an Education Job Fair bulletin from your placement
office or from the C.C.P.O. at (603) 669-3432.

b.) You may schedule up to five (5) interviews by calling the
C.C.P.O.at(603)669-3432onApri118,19,20only.
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For a complete listing of School Representatives
attending and their expected needs, see your ·
Campus Placement Office or call (603) 669-3432. ~
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~,ting into Action
'with the action footwear

adidas~-~~
HEADQUARTERS...
for all of your
athletic footwear needs

50 Main St. Durham

Second Annual Road Race
'·
i:-<.)sponsored by Stu.a rt Shaines/The Pantry
April 22, 1979
~\.iEntry forms and detai-ls
at all Stuart Shaines Stores
ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 18th
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editorial---It:s sink or swim for Hood House
Dick Stevens listeI)ed.
Stevens, UNH's vice president for student affairs, made it known this week that he won't hit
students with a . $40 mandatory health fee next
semester, as he had planned.
The move came as a surprise. Stevens has the
power to do what he wants, students be damned.
_And he wants a mandatory health fee.
What apparently swayed him was a Student
Caucus resolution passed last week. That
statement criticized Stevens for not filling the
students in on his plans for a fee, and asked him to
hold off long enough for students to have a say.
And he listened.
Stevens is to. be applauded for his decision to
delay the fee, even though his decision was "Clearly
a reluctant one.
.
_
In his letter to the Health Services Advisory
Committee, Stevens .called the Caucus resolution
"disappointing." And he repeated his plan to levy

the fee, now set for second semester next year.
It's now important for students to make sure
that Stevens' decision is more than just delaying
tactic meant to appease the rabble. The man still
wants to hit us up for 40 bucks apiece.
The issue is whether or not students want to pay
for a service they may never use - keeping in
mind that, if we don't pay, it may fold-up en.tirely.
That's a sticky question. The logical solution is
for students who want the ·service to pay for it,
through a voluntary fee.
That's the system we have now. Problem is, not
enough students pay the fee to keep the place
adequately funded._And, if we allow it to close
down or sharply curtail services, those students
who do want health service will lose out.
The idea of letting Hood House either close
down or cut back drastically is a tough one to
swallow.
But the idea of ·charging students $40 for

a

something they may want nothing to do ~ith is
even worse. ·
We believe the onus should be on Hood House
to sell itself to students. If it can show that the services it provides are truly invaluable, _students will
pay for them.
The postponement of the mandatory health fee
can become permanent without Hood House
closing down. All the health service has to do is
convince students to sign up for the voluntary fee.
If enough students are convinced, they'll pay
_ the fee and Hood House will keep its doors open.
If not, perhaps the place should close down or cut
back after all.
Stevens has given students a one semester stay
on the mandatory health fee. We must use that
semester to convince him that Hood House must
sink or swim on its.own merits.
And hope he listens.
1

letters----pay taxes, fight wars, and help decide and make us criminals, because I
the future of._the world by casting a
assure you, we shall continue to exercise equal rights with our fellow citivote, but Mr. Smith would have us
zens over 20.
believe. that they are not responsible
enough to make a decision concerning
Marshall Stevens
their own bodies.
Class of 1982
Would he have these rights taken
away also? Perhaps he would have 18 To the Edi tor:
year olds' treated as second class citiStudents--any students, but esstep and let your state senator know zens. Then, upon reaching that _pecially 18 and_ 19 year-olds--our rights
who you fe.el. Remember, this is our magical age of 20, they would suddenly are going to be taken away from us 11
b.ecome completely responsible.
last chance!
, we don't act soon. The .same people
Mr. Smith also state§ "Not only that tell us we have to go to war, take
Jim Goodrich
were they drinking alcoholic bever- up a gun, and kill someone are trying
ages,. .. but they were also eating junk to tell us now that we cannot drink.
food, and creating a general distur- We can drive, own a car, marry,
bance."
divorce, etc. but the House of
To the Editor:
He seems to be just as upset about Representatives, in particular, feels
William Smith's letter of April 10
their eating as their drinking. Would we are abusing the privilege to drink.
employed some logic so unsound that
you have Hostess twinkies outlawed Along with 30 other UNH students, I /
it can not be left unchallenged.
too, Mr. Smith?
A few students recently were drinkwas in Concord on Tuesday. There is
To end this string of ill logic, Mr.
ing and making noise in the library.
still time to oppose this bill. The
Smith states that due to beer bottles on
Mr. Smith cites this as "the clearest
Senate now has the bill-write to your
the side of the road, the drinking age
reasons imaginable for raising the
Senator and complain and state your
must go up to "protect the social
drinking age." He said they are "not
reasons. Please write-our input can
responsible enough to handle this priv- / fabric, not only of our college commake the difference.
"
ilege:··
,
munity, hut that of society in general."
Marion Sabella
Soda cans line the roads in equal
Stereotyping all 18 and 19 year olds
abundance to beer bottles. Should we
~s too irresponsible to drink alcohol is
a clear act of prejudice, especially outlaw soda too?
To the Editor:
,
when that prejudice is based on the ac- . Do you honestly believe, Mr. Smith,
As two eighteen year old students,
that raising the drinking age will cure
tions of a few . Every age group conwe feel compelled to respond to
the irresponsible acts due to alcohol?
tains irresponsible people. Eighteen
William Smith's letter that appeared
year olds are considered responsible It won't change a thing, except to inin the April 10 issue of The New Hampfringe upon the rights o~young ad~lts,
enough to marry, support a family,
shire , cgaramg the incident of drinking in the library by several PKA
brothers. Granted the drinking in the
library by these individuals was not
Editor-in-Chief
Gary Langer
considerate behavior; however, it is
Managing Editor
Catherine Tully
an extreme generalization to assume
Business Manager
Cheryl Portaluppi
that'their behavior is representative of
News Editors
Dana Jennings
all 18 or 19 year olds.
Barbara Polichetti
Mr. Smith stated that, "this incident
Sports Editor
Tom Lynch
is one of the clearest reasons imaginArts Editor
Lauren Dill
able for raising the drinking age ... alPhoto Edito.rs
Robert Bauer
though these people were of the legal
Jan Brubacher
drinking age, they are certainly not
Advertjsing Manager
Kevin Lynds
responsible enough to handle this privilege.'' '
Photographers
Jonathan Blake
What he failed to mention though,
Productims Associate Michael Kelly
Tom Leone
was just how many brothers were inJerry Naples
Advertising Associates Jim Carle
volved and whether or not they are
George Newton
Gordon_Colby
above the legal drinking age. For -all
Barbara Walsh
Mr. Smith knows, they may be older
CirculatiOn ManagerMike Deutsch ·
than 20; therefore, unaffected by the
Copy Editors
Bridget Carr
raising of the drinking age. Does this
. Elly Campagna
Staff Typists
Dianne Boutwell
mean that it is possible that 20- year
Jeanette Engle
Sue Brown
Copy Readers
olds loo are not mature and responsiDonna Funteral
Typists
Lori Batcheller
ble enough to handle .drinking?
Nancy Gaskell
Jane Clark
According to Mr. Smith's fallacious
George Heckler
Caren Feldstein
"logic,·· it does. In other words, Mr.
Claudia Nesmith
Karen Lindsay
Smith has made 9-.'2 assumption that
/ Sharon Pigula
Valerie Lloyd

Drinking hill opposed
To the Editor:
I am writing to you concerning the
proposal to raise the drinking age in
Ne'w Hampshire.
On Tuesday I was a member of the
small group that traveled to Concord
to lobby against fhe drinking age bill.
Our efforts helped some, but not
enough. If the drinking age does go up to 20,
just think of how fun social life will be
here at UNH. The Mub Pub will
probably close! And dorm parties, oh,
they will be loads of fun without kegs,
but only ice cream! And if youJre 20,
you better drop your girlfriend who is
19 because you won't be able to take
her out!
Students, we have one last chance,
the New Hampshire Senate. Don't be
apathetic about this issue that will affect one o(our most prized rights! I
considered myself one of the apathetic
majority before Tuesday, but I now
realize alt it takes to get involved is
just one little step .. Take that little

the
new
· hainpshire
Editorial Assistant Ginny Maytum
Staff Reporters

Beth Albert
Gerry Miles
Lee Hunsaker
Michael Kelly

Reporters

Brian Broad
Joel Brown
Joy Bleakney
Nancy Carbonneau
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Gary Crossan
Marilyn Davis
Rosalie H. Davis
Pam Dey
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Erik Jacobsen
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we, being 18 can not handle the privilege of drinking, simply because
several individuals couldn't on one
particular occasion. It is obvious that
our society does ha-ve a serious alcohol
problem, and perhaps raising the
drinking age will help improve this
problem. Nevertheless, a few individuals' behavior is certainly not sufficient grounds to support the raising
of the drinking age.
Karen Heneghan
Mary Lou Pitts

Draft
To the Editor:
In response to an editorial I saw in
The New Hampshire this past Tuesday
I have a few-comments.
In 1971, I was 19 years old and had a
decept job working for Sears &
Roebuck. Then, on t~way to work
one August afternoon, I heard my
draft lottery number announced on the
radio. I never went to work that day.
My comfortable world was shattered.
I spent two years on active duty in
the Air Force and 4 112 more years ·in the
Reserves. They weren't an easy two
years for me, bootcamp to be sure was
anything but the way I would have
chosen to spend my Autumn that year.
But I learned a great deal about
responsibility for my own actions, how
to make my own way in the world, how
to enjoy my small freedoms and time
oif. I also learned to respect the men
and women I served with. They aren't
all still alive todav. I had friends who
died when their base was snelled and
a couple more died when their air craft
was shot down. They died defending
principles upon which our nation is
supposed to stand, -like free speech,
free press and freedom of association.
Things not many nati'on's citizens
have. All the while we were being
harassed by thoes for whom we were
serving. It was so bad that we couldn't
wear _o ur uniforms in airports or bus
terminals or even off base without
being the objects of hate and terrible
verbal abuse and frequently even
worse.

about lette1·s
accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as space allows. but cannot guarantee the iudusio~ of 'il"Y
letter
4\il letier-..; must be typed, double spaced and a m :1J1. w )um of;)()() \.\orfi!' ir.:
ordc :- to tw printed . Ali letters arP subjf ~ I · ~ .,...,,...,.lr t· 1i , i1n~. final decis1ouon letters are the editor 's.
~fain letters t'.l · The Editor. The New Hurnp,nlr-• ' . ftoi)m 151, Memorial
Umon Building, UNH. Durham, N.H. 03824 .
Tlie :-.·ew Hampshire
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I personally would hate to see the
U.S. go back to a draft and rekindle the
sort of bitterness mentioned above.
But the v9lunteer recruiting system
isn't working. The Ready Reserve in
this country stands at about 255,000
when it ought to be around 800,000, and
the active duty compontnets- aren't
meeting their manpower needs either.
If ever a national emergency did occur, God forbid, it would be five to
seven m9nths before the first people
could be called up and even. then they
would still have to be trained. Seven to
ten months is too long to expect our ,
Armed Forces to hold out witQ.out any
replacements.
· If anyone can come up with a better
idea than a draft, there must be
several hundred U.S. Senators and
Congressmen who would love to hear
your ideas. But until a better idea is
found , if we wish to continue living as
we are, we must be willing to give up a
couple of years of our life to ensure our
continued guarantee of life and liberty. Two years isn't much to ask when
our national standard of living and our
medical technology offer us all about
75 additional years to do with as we
please.
Gary A. Porter
UNH MPA candidate
Duriyim
To the Editor:
Since when has the peacetime draft
been a violation of our civil rights? I
am astonished that anyone could
possibly believe it to ~e. Some day,
for some reason we may get dragged
into a war. 1 don't mean another
Vietnam; I mean an obviously
necessary war. This disaster could
occur overnight. Unfortunately troops
cannot be trained that fast. If we have
to fight someday, we have got to be in
good shape to do it. We wouldn't have
. a prayer of winning a war nowadays
if we are not prepared.
The draft is one of those things we
call a "necessary evil." Very few
like the fact that we need it, and very
few (including myself) would like having to give up two years of thei_r lives
because of it, but life is not all peach. es and cream. God help us if we have
to fight and are not prepared. National
security may not demand the draft
right now, but it could do so literally
overnight. Would we be ready?
Bill Teschek
Newmarket

To the Edi tor:
There is no doubt the draft would
spell hardship. but harrlshi p i-:; the
rule, 11ol lhe exceµtio11, i11 lite. Many
Ll1rn.:.; \\ c turgd that \\-ar, hw15t:t, and
economic depression are not obsolete.
The United States is not immune to ,
such calamities. Our generation has
never had to sutter a wor1<1 war or
depression; for us there has always
been food and clothing, with few sacrifices. Think about what we have in
this country. Life can· be far worse,
and it is in a good part of the world.
Our constitution is not a guarantee
of instant equality, freedom, and
happiness, but rqther the promise of
them. Look at the political reality.
Foreign countries have not always respected our constitution in the past,
and will not always do so in the fytyre,
If we wan( to ·keep what we have, we
will have to sac~ifice and maybe figl;lt.
The world situation can be explosive,
and we do not want to be forced into
using nuclear weapons because our
conventional forces are not adequate.
A nuclear war would kill millions; a
conventional war would kill far fewer,
and not nearly so quickly. It would
give us and our opponents time to
think. War moves much faster now
than in 194L According .to U.S. News
and World Report, it would take 5 to 7
months before the first draftees would
be trained. The U.S. can not afford
to wait that long. It is better to sacriJice some freedom than to foolishly
chance losing it all, my friends.
Dana F. Ayer
AF ROTC

Journal
To the Editor:
We have received from the journal
Interpretation a letter that makes
clear no member of the Political
Science Department ever sought to
prewnt publication of an article by
Prof~ssor Brown. As many on campus
know , a rumor to that effect
culated here for many months ; indeed
a letter from that journal has b"een
shown around campus. To ·demon5trate
that there was no oasis tor such a
false story, we asked an attorney to
write to Interpretation 's editors on our
behalf.
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As we indicated in our April 2 communication to the faculty, we have
long been gravely concerned and puzzled by the letter that Interpretation
sent to our Chairman and President
Mills in November, for there was no
basis for its damaging innuendoes.
Thus, in addition to our insistence that
the journal clarify the specific rumor
aqout an attempt to stop publication,
we asked the editors to state. explicitly
what the substance of our conversations was, so that a distinction could
be made between what was actually
said and -what they thought onr
inquiries "implied" or "seemed" to
mean.
They have satisfied us on the main
point, but they ref used to clarify their
other comments, "standing-by" their
previous impressions. Obviously, we
have no control over their responses,
and we are dissatisfied that the journal
has chosen to remain so vague. Indeed, the entire set of circumstances
under which Interpretation sent its letter remains uncertain, but the editors
would not answer our questions on that
either.
Neverless, the unfounded story that
we or others sought to . prevent
. Professor Brown's article ·from being
published -has been denied by the journal itself. For the record, we are attaching here both our letter of inquiry
to the editors and their response.
David W. Moore-Associate Professor
George K. Romoser
Professor

Navigators
To the Editor:
We would like to inform the readers
of The New Hampshire that we fully
support our brothers and sisters in
Navigators and Campus Crusade for
Christ in their .commitment to proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ on this
campus. Christ calls on all believers
to give testimony of their faith to the
world by their words, their actions,
and their lives. True faith comes from
a voluntary decision to believe in the
in the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Christians should merely proclaim tbe
gospe~; Christ does all the saving, be~
cause He died on the cross to pay- the
penalty for our sins and then -rose
from the dead. That's what good
Friday and Easter are all about.
Inner Varsity Christian Fellowship
Executive Committee

efforts to help him crystalize in his for one to mourn Paul's death, certa:inly; for we have lost something,
mind what it meant to follow Christ.
I reject Dave's evaluation of my (or • and mourn our loss. We should not
others) motivations as being to make - mourn for his sake, however; that achim feel guilty. There was no inalin- tion would -not respect his own faith.
tent in my pointing to the commands - Nor should we envy him, for the grace
in the Bible. I only desired to elicit given him is open to all, and God will
call each of His own in His time. Only
motivation to follow Christ.
Finally, I reiterate my regret for seek to be foundJn Christ; then, alive
any hurts I've incurred, but I can not or dead we can know God. It is not
apologize for wha.t God has command- - death that anyone would envy of Paul
ed his people. Most of our generation anyway, but that he is with Christ; and
ridicules God's Word as absurd and re- the present need not envy the future,
strictive, but I have personally found for the Lord said: "I am with you
. that a person who is committed to always, to the end of the age."
obeying God in every area of his life
(Mt. 28:20b)
Jonas Zoller., member
comes to understand intimately these
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Worcls of Jesus: HI came that they may
have life and have it abundantly ."
(John 10:10)
Fletch
Box2176
Babcock House

Bikes

Ball
To the Editor:
,
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all those people whose help
made thi~ year's Military Ball an overwhelming success .
Special thanks go to Marcia
Schurer, Art Shaw and Mike Troy
from the Hotel Administration Department who along with the Hotel 403
class catered an excellent meal.
Wendy Stackpole, the MUB
scheduler, and Denise Brown, the
graphic artist were also a tremendous
help.
My staff; Jim Palermo, Bob Cunningham, Leon Bickford, John
Herrholz and Ellen Penny· all deserve
a round o(applause.
·
And last but not least I extend my
personal thanks to Major O'Keefe who
devoted many hours of his own time
and gave me lots of needed advice.
These people all working hard
behind the scenes gave everyone a
night to remember for many years to
come.
Peter Wood
1979 Military Ball Coordinator

To the Edi tor:
I am writing in response to a letter
To the Editor :
from David Ross (April 6) concerning
A group of Citizens for Alternate
the Christian group Navigators. As I
Transportation (CAT) have organized
am not a Navigator, I shall not attempt
a bike-ct-thon to raise money for bike
a reply for them . Instead, I would
paths along routes 108 to Newmarket
iike to comment on what the letter
and 108 to Dover as well as other
mentioned concerning attitudes
To the Editor:
critical areas.
I would like to respond with an apol- towards death, as they relate to
You can pick up sponsor forms and
ogy and an elucidation to a -letter in historical Christian faith.
detailed information sheets at the
Concerning the recent death of Paul
last Friday's The New Hampshire, by "
Outing CJub's office in the MUB.
Dave Ross. The title was Warning, and Barfow, Ross wrote : "They rational· First orize for the most money
collected will be ten-speed bike. Other
the purpose was clear. It was to warn ized his death by saying that he was
prizes will be awarded for second and
students about involvement with the now 'With God and in a better state
.tbi.r.d place.
Navigators, a Christian group on than we are.' (Are they so afraid
campus. The warniJg was precipi- of death that they must use this
Help support this cause by riding
tated by "Exerting pressure on <Dave)
philosophy as a way to justify your bike along the nineteen mile
death?)'
,_
to conform to their purist type standcourse, which starts at the Shop and
ards of living." I would like to apolFirst, it is not their ''rationaliza- - Save parking lot in Durham, at 1 p.m.
ogize for any pressure that was extion" of death; Paul Barlow was a on Saturday April 28.
erted by anyone, especially that for
See you there!
'.hristian, aRd speaking of him now
which i was personally responsible.
.eing with God is a projection of his
Mark G. Chapman
The tactic of human pressure is both
.vn hope and the faith he lived for. It
CAT /Student Caucus
To the Editor:
repugnant to me and inconsistent with
,.., right that those who share his faith
What's all this stuff about cheeries, I
God's command to love.
should view his death the same way he
mean cherry pies. People and people
An
elucidation
is
therefore
did.
go who cares I don't not about that but
necessary as the question · arises,
Second, Christian faith is not a
about cherry, pies. It seems that Mc"Why did such happen?" I think there . psychological device,
whether
Donalds is trying to pull a fast one on
were three interwoven factors that
deliberate or sub-conscious, employed
the American public once again.
effectech, the situation: my hope,
in "fear of reality ("to justify deatp"l.
Those lucious looking McDonald
Dave's desire, and a lack of communAs s.uch, faith is ultimately empty.and
cherry pies you've been stuffing in
ication. My hope is that everyone
useless. Christian faith has value only
your warm little stomaches may not
would desire to know Jesus Christ as
if: Jesus Christ was God's son made
be cherry pies after all. In fact you are
their personal Lord and Savior. This
man; He took upon himself the weight To the Editor:
desire would then motivate them to deSCOPE would like to ask all students eating contankerous concocted
of man's rebellion against God and
velop their relationship with Him and
died with it; and He conquered death, who collect our posters to please wait chemicals. The Food and Drug Adminstration requires that comoanies
to conform their lives to His teachings.
being physically resurrected in until after the concert to take them.
Dave's desire was "an intellectual
history, so that everyone who puts In order to keep ticket prices down we put at least 25 percent real fruit in
challenge" and, evidently, not a devotheir trust in Him might have victory need your cooperation. After the show . their fruit pies. Mr. McDonald likes
tion to Jesus as his Lord, and master.
over death. If these things are true, we take as many as you want. Remember the ,..nice round figure of 5 percent.
Come on Mr. McDonald get back on the
To my recollection, this was never
see greatness of God's grace; if they DERRINGER, April 20.
farm. Good god is nothing sacred. If
communicated and his willingness to
are not, then for 2000 years Christians
study the Bibk and join some of the . have held their faith in vain. As the
Tom Varley Mr. McDonald's skimping on fherry
- . ·s<;OPE pies what eJse is he skimpirrg ·on·:·-Nav fellowship meetings indicated to
Apostle Paul wrote: •·If Christ has not
Maybe there were worms in thoses
me a desire to follow Christ. There
been raised, thenyour f!lith is in vain.
hamburgers. Were, maybe there still
was a lack ol communication here on
If for this life only we have hoped in
is. And what's in thoses french fries
my part, in that Dave expressed that
Christ, we are of all men most to be
and shamrock shakes and the :sundaes.
he was a Christian, I didn't ask him
pitied." (I Cor. 15:14,19)
Come on Mr. McDonald it's show and
if he really desired to develop his re·so the question of whether -Jesus
tell time and you're on the chopping
lationship with Christ. Unfortunately,
rose from the dead, as a real event m
block. What happened to all those
I assumed it and I presume it was
history, is the key to value of tne
G_herries on the box anyway. It's high
shortly thereafter that our friendship
Christian faith . The Bible proposes to
time we brought these fast food pirates
became. from his point of view. "exbe an historical document, offering
to justice.
erting pressure" "and forcing ideas",
eyewitness accounts of the resurrecI'm not talking about court justice
and "trying to make me feel guilty."
ted Christ. The evidence for the To the Editor:
I'm talking about the good old lynch
I desire to help people understand
Thanks to Marylin Davis for filling
historical validity of the Biblical
Christianity and to help them be faithrecord· is presented in books like us in on the punk scene in Dover. That- mob justice. Let's give McDonald a
taste of his_own medicine. I propose
ful to decisions they make. It seemed
History & Christianity, by John War- party has proven that the rock era i~
not over, that disco is not taking over we stuff him into a 5 percent cherry pie
like Dave was serious about following
wick Montgomery .
Finally, Ross spoke of those who the pop music scene, not at UNH any- and bake him till he swears to put 100
Christ and so I pointed out some specific things that Christ said we should
mourned Paul Barlow's death ; I ha ve way . Rock lovers , it's worth jumping percent cherry filling in his pies.
That'll teach the old crumb.
do . Dave perceived this as pressure
found in my life tha.t mourning is not up and down about.
Erik Jacobsen
Jeff Cooper
from me rather tha n it being my
incompatible with rejoicing. It is ri ght

Pies

SCOPE

1

Punk
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Sutherltind Wants
Song and Dance
By Ellen Kunes

"Normal, the Knew-not .Prince," produced by the UNH Musical Theater for Children.
(Jonathan Blake photo)

UNH Children's Musical
By Marilyn Davis
"Normal, the Know-not Prince,"
an original musical produced by
the UNH Musical Theatre for /
Children class, is a colorful,
rollicking success. The story ot a
prince who can't make up his
mind, "Normal" demonstrates
witty cohesion and energy that is
a tribute to its entirefy student
written, directed, and produced
format.
-- The st9ry is basic--N~rmal the
indecisive prince must find and
choose a wife--but there are
numerous deft touches that
distinguish the show. Normal's
mother, Queen Jiveena, played
with flair by Debby Martuscello,
is a hip boogie child who wants to
be a rock star. Joe Kandra is her
laid-back seer Magicus, resplendent in flowing blue robes and whitefaced, with an imitation mirror
on his chest. K. C. Roemer is suitably undecided as Normal. Roemer
plays the prince with an appealing
;m<! appropriate little-boyishness.
Like most children's plays,
"Normal" sets up easily discernible good an<l bad characters,
but it holds itself a step above less

Brian Sutherlana, a self-designed
musical theatre major, has a
dream. He wants to sing, dance
and act his way to the big time.
But unlike Don Quixote,
Sutherland doesn't believe his
dream is impossible.
The twenty year old junior
from Bedford, Massachusetts has
recently been making his theatre
presence felt at UNH. After handling two leading roles in major
University productions, he has
just completed a stint with.. the
UNH Dance Theatre Company.
Sutherland' believes that with
training, experience and confidence, he can "make it" in the
entertainment world.
"You have to allow yourself to
dare a littl~ bit," he said. "You
have to be a dreamer. You're
taking a lot of risks. And you
can't be too concerned with
money," he added. '-' I love
money--but whether I have it is
another thing."
Sutherland wasn't always certain of making musical theatre
his career. He claims he never
really acted until his, senior year
in high school, when he landed a

role in a ''rinky-dink'' production
of Kismet.
·"
"It took me a year to even get
the guts to start taking theatre
courses
at
UNH,"
said
Sutherland. "My first class was
Musical.Comedy Workshop (655).
I went wild. I just loved it."
· With encouragement from
Carol Lucha-Burns, the course
instructor, Sutherland's interest
in musical theatre grew. He captured the role of "the Narrator"
in· last years production of ''The
Scarlet Letter.''
This year, he was one of two
"Leading Players" in the
musical "Pippin."
Lucha-Burns feels Sutherland
has "tremendous talent. He has a
certain charisma onstage,'' she
said. "He's a hard worker, a
necessity for musical theatre.
And he has a beautiful voice."
Perhaps his greatest accomplishment to date is the job he
won for this summer at Florida's
Disney World. From a field of
3500 performers, Sutherland was
one of twelve chosen for Disney
World's street theat~e company.
SUTHERLAND, page 13

sophisticated children's dramas
th_r~~h its smo_
othly flashy style.
All the good guys win, all the bad
guys lose, and everyone lives
happily ever after, but there is no
preachiness about the show. Its
qu.ick, slap-happy pace does not
allow for ~ora~izing.
"Normal" is full of small
clevernesses. When it looks as
though Normal might never
choose a wife, a decision is made
to hold a "Decide a bride" contest: afl foxy princesses ease on
down to Turnamoat Lane,
resumes required.
Majorie Mersereau is the
gawky Princess Annie Stokely, a
galumphing cowgirl with a bucktoothed chuckle. Karen M'cCarthy is an intimidating Princess
Kung Fusie, and Kathy Wrench
the dopey but petite Princess
Anabella Ballerina.
The two nasties of the play are
Princess Evileena and Queen
Wolverina, played by Gail Merzer and Laurie Kochanek. This
deliciously evil duo is berit on
CHILDREN'S PLAY, page 13

~ri.an .s~~herland and Dee. Kenl}a in the musical production

P1ppm put on by the Umvers1ty Theater this past December.

*SAMPLER*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Friday, April 13
Joe Val and the New England Bluegrass Boys appearing at the Stone Church tonight. New England's finest traditional bluegrass band led by Joe's
great tenor vocalizing, witli Paul Silvius on banjo
Dave Dillon on guitar and vocals and Eric Leven'. son on bass.

California Suite again at the Franklin Movie
Theater, 6:30 and 8:30 pm.

NH !v).usic Educators Association Solo and Ensemble Festival. Music Wing, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 am-5:30 pm.

Projections has Dear Inspector, directed by Philippe
. DeBroca, starring Annie Giradot and Philippe
Noiret, Strafford . Room, 7 and· 9:30 pm. Admission$. 75 or MUSO film pass.

Tlze Gang in tlze MUB Pub again, 8 pm.

Rick Bean with the oldies tonight at. 8 pm in the
MUBPub.

Larry Garland Quartet with jazz standards at the
Press Room in Portsmoutlz.

The Gang in tlze MUB Pub, 8 pm. Rock 'n roll.
The Larry Garland Quartet at the Press Room in
Portsnwuth .
. Universitv Theater contin~tes its child~en 's productions with Normal the Know-not Prince at tlze
Hennessey- Theater, 4 pm , matinee perfornza11ce;
admission $1. Group rates available.

Eaton House, the creative arts minidorm, presents
three seminars , by professionals. The first of the
series is being held tonight in Eaton House at 8
pm. The instructor is Ron Reedy. -

The Detective a belzind the, scenes look at police
corruption put on by STVN. Frank Sinatra in tlze
title role , but slzort on the voice. Also The Man
Who Knew Too Much, a Hitchcock thriller, one
of lzis best and earliest.

The Frankli n has California Suite tonight at 6:30
1
and 8:30 pm.
Senior recit(ill by George Clzaltas on tl1e Frenclz
lzorn at Bratton Recital Hall, 8 pm.

~unday,

Clzannel 11 presents Barys.hnikov at the White
House, tlze ballet star dancing in several selections, "Four Chopin Dances" "Harlequinade"
"Tarantella" afiz_d others, 8 pm.

April 15

Music Department senior recital witlz Steve
Smillie on Percussion, at tlze Bratton Recital Hall,
8pm.

Saturday, .A pril 14
Tlte University Theater presents its last performance of Normal the Know-not Prince at tlze Hen-

nessey Theater, matinee perfornzance, 4 pm. Ad~nzission $1. Gr~up rates available.

1

Monday, April 16
Tlzis nzay be sports, but it's entertain~e11t! The
Boston Marathon on Channel 11, the 26-rnile
nzaratlzon liiglzlighted on tlze screen.

Joe Val and the New England Bluegrass Boys again
at tlze Stone ClrnrclI.
'
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M_s. Sessions presents
"Worn.e n I Have Known"
important contributions to the
She combined her talents of
women's movement. But to say singing, acting and speaking with
that Ms. Sessions rrierely gave· a impressive ~nergy. She discussed
history of the development of equal the first personality, Anne Hutch- inson, as one of theJirst woman to
M. Tulis Sessions began her rights would be to discredit her.
performance, "Women I Have
The narrator spoke in a slight- fight the "longest war in history ..
Known" with the statement, "We ly southern twang: she welcomed the one to keep women in the
both came here for the same the audience with an "Evenin"' kitchen." With a plain wooden
reason tonight...to find out what and a wide smile. The intimate, cane and a white, lacey shawl for
I'm going to say!"
largely fem ale crowd in the her only props, Ms. Sessions
As the night progressed ,it be- Strafford room at the MUB was transformed as if she wore
came clear that she had a great intrigued from the start. She several layers of skin.
deal to say. Her one woman show spread out such a warmth and
She gave each characterization
consisted of six characterizations, ease that the crowd sat back and the necessary differences in
in addition to a narrator. The seemed to put their feet up on Ms. stance, gesture, walk and vocal
pitch, which were all executed efwomen she portrayed e~ch made Sessions' hearth.
fectively. The second woman she
portrayed was Lucy Stone, the
initiator
of -the
women's
movement. The narrator introduced Lucy by saying that the
Suffer-jets (an early feminist
group) wore bloomers instead of
dresses. "The men didn't like
bloomers," she said, "because
they could see that women were
supported by two legs instead of
_one pedestal."
Her third transition . was to a
.black woman who had changed
her name from Isabelle to
Sojourner Truth to spread the
word of God in her trav,els. Ms.
Sessions depicted Sojourner at an
equal rights conference in the
early eighteen hundreds.
She said, "If women want their
rights, why don't they go on and
take 'em, 'stead of talking about
it." The depiction was believable
and powerful. It was clearly
Truth who spoke in the husky
southern drawl and walked
upright, "all six feet of her" and
. with a slight limp.
Ms. Sessions had few difficulties. Some of the characters
One of those "Suffer-jets" poses; a vignette from M. Tulis
seemed to grow on her easily and
Sessions' performance on Tuesday night. (Bob Bauer photo)
others took a little more to work
into. Finally though, each ·
character distinguished itself
·ciearly and notably.
Ms. Sessions 'personal sense of
humor, charm and rapport with
the audience, sustained her__
throughout the full two hours.
Her performance was rewarded '
with a deserved standing ovation.
Her narrators' concluding
statement was, "May the Lord keep you in the palm of his
M. Tulis Sessions during one of her witty solo numoers. (Bob
hand." It was evident that ~s.
Bauer photo)
Sessions had the audience in
hers.

By Anp Ea~tman

_ UNHM~sical
CHILDRf N.'.s_e__LA Y
continued from page 12

snaring Normal and merging
several kingdoms. Kochanek is
especially good as the haughty
and precise Wolverina.
Tne eight musical numbers,
with arrangements by Bob
Peaco, are toe-tappingly catchy.
The choreography is energetic,
with the cast singing and dancing
with abandon. One of the best
musical . moments Comes neRr
the ·end of the· play· when Mike ·
Guerette as DQpey, along with his
rock group the Dwarfettes, belts
out a sljnky "I don't know blues."
The costumes, ·designed by
Virginia Beaudin, are colorfully
eye-catching. Prince Normal
.sports a shiny red shirt, yellow
. . cape, and green socks. Evileena
and Wolverina are _smoothly evil
in silver and maroon dresses and
capes.
"Normal" concludes happil)',
as any good fairy tale should. The
wicked queen and her daughter
are foiled, and Normal makes up
his mind to marry the Commoner
he has loved all along, Olive
Drab, played a trifle weakly by
Ellen Holmes.
The story of the know-not prince
is happy and full of fun. Its title
of 'children's play' surely only
applies to the simplicity of plot,
for adults will find themselves as
er\grossed as their children:- - · - -

Sutherland

SUTHERLAND
continued from page 12

"I wouldn't come out to
Broadway expecting to wow
everyone,'' he said. ''But UNH is
agood springboard. And I see a
musical
comedy
major
developing here in the near
future.''
With his stereo suitably playing
"The Impossible Dream;, from
"Man of LaMancha," Sutherland
becomes philosophical.
''Sure, I want to be rich and
famous. I think that's underneath
everybody who performs. In
show business, the measure of
success is how many know you.
But that's not the only thing
driving me,'' he added.
"I want to perform--in any
capacity. That's all I can ask for
npw.
"Somebody- once said that
.making it in the theatre is one
percent talent and ninety-nine
percent perseverence. I'll just
have to go out and start-trying."

"I sang 'Put on a Happy Face'
for the audition.. ana I gu~ss it
was the right choice,'' he smiled.
"They get into apple pie."
So far, Sutherland isn't worried
that finding 'jobs in the entertainment field might be difficult.
"A lot of people say you should
have a back-up, like botany, to
fall back on," he said. "I like to
think that if I direct all my
energies toward theatre, that'll
make it that much more of a
possibility."
He adds tfiat he will do any sort
of theatre-related work--in case
the jobs.. don't fall into his lap
upon graduation nexLyear.
.
"I figure I'll get my first job in
ten years," said Sutherland. "I'm
typed into the leading man cast.
That usually means you play thirty to thirty-five year old men.
The trouble is they have thirtyfive year old actors to play those
C
parts now.''
"Until then, I'll stay in the
Next fall semester, the music
realm of theatre," he continued.
'' Modellng, commercials,
department will open Beginning
magazine photos--1'11 do them
String classes to nonmajors.'fhe
all."
only prerequisite for the course,
Sutherland, although a brother
Music Education 545, is that all
in the Pike Fraternity, spends
applicants must pass a theory
most of his time rehearsing and
placement test. Those interested
"goofing around in the theatre
contact Greg DuBuclet or Mary
department. He claims that UNH
Rasmussen, in Paul Creative
can provide a broad-based
Arts Center, Room 204. There
background in theatre but that
are limit~d .. number.s ... oL in- __
·it's nofa professiOncffscnoor · · · --- sfruinents available.

WUNH 91.3 FM STEREO
REQUEST LINE: 862-2222

L.P. COMPLETE EVERY NIGHT AT 11:00:
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:
SUNDAY:,
MONDAY:

Van Halen II
Linda Clifford, "Let Me Be Your Woman"
Average White Band, "Feel No Fret"
Tarney-Spencer Band, "Run For Your Life"

SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
F.RIDA Y:

6-8 pm
8-2am

SATURDAY: 6-7pm
7-lOpm
SU~DAY:

6-9am

9-12noon

Musi• Ed

2-5pm

_5-6pm
&-9pm
9-11 pm
MONDAY:

6-S pm

S..9pm
9-11 pm

"T.G.1.J.," Barry Weisman Brings }'OU the best
in jazz for your Friday evening. .
Steve Sauchelli and Theo Mitropoulos "rock on"
all night.
·
King Biscuit Flower Hour
Have a chance to hear your favorite request on
"Requestfully Yours"
"Morningstar Music" with Jonas Zoller featur
ing Christian Progressive Music
· Join host Marc Strauss on "Ideas & Options"
for a thought-provoking perspective on the
contemporary scene.
"The Folk Show," Jack Beard brings you part
one of a series of 15 concerts recorded at the
Chelsea House Folklore Center. This Sunday
features Billy Novik and Guy Van Duser.
Dave and Mark are your hosts for "Sports Talk"
a phone-in talk show.
"All-Star Jazz" with Curt MacKail is three
hours of great jazz masters.
Sleepy John Palmer features folk and efectric
performers in the blues vein on ''.Blues Power"
"Evening Classical Concert" with Matt Cegelis
Host Terry Monmaney informs you on "Topics"
Cousin Richard brings you the best in "Bluegrass"
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Budget

"Sure, I'm out of your way"
But that's why I go out of my way to find good stuff at reasonable
prices.
For example, pile jackets at $34.50 and Gortex Par~ers at $49.50.
These are my regular prices. I've got to make it worth your
while. Come see me at the Great Bay Trader, Barrington Mall Junction Rts. 125 & 9. Only 9 miles from campus.
(x-c suits & Parkers -$25.00)

RED SOX TICKETS
4-Upper Box Seats for
Sat. Apr.14th, Mon..Apr.18th, Tues, Apr.17th

1

BUVNOW .
Limited Games available for rest of year.

LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP
Durham Mall

BUDGET
continued ~rom page 1
Governor and his council.
Currently, those kinds of
decisions are made by the
System's Board of Trustees.
Poulton and UNH President
Eugene Mills, who also testified
before the committee, said the
transference of authority from
the Board to the executive branch
of the state governm_ent would
make it difficult to run the
System efficiently.
Rock agreed with Poulton that
the University already submits a
detailed budget, in effect a lineitem budget, and added, "The
difference between the University and other state agencies is
that the University is free to
change how the money is spent
after it is appropriated."
Senate President Sen. Robert
Monier (R-Goffstown), one of the
bill's prime sponsors, de~ended it

yesterday' noting that the
pniversity "submits a line item
(to , the
budget proposal
legislature) but they don't spend
it on a line item basis.
"Why should a major state
agency with the kind of funding
they get be exempt from state
controls?" asked Monier. "They
should learn to plan well ahead,
not just build as they go along and
come to us and ask us to support
·
them."
Gallen spokesman Dayton
Duncan said yesterday that the..
Governor did not favor the bill.
''.No case can really be made to
justify it,'' said Duncan.
Among those testifying in favor
of the bill were several of its
_ spo~sors and a representativ~
from the / state employee's
association.
Those testifying against it were
the presidents of the three
University campuses (UNH,
Keene State and Plymoqth
State), a representative from
Gallen's office, Executive Council Member Louis D' Allesandro
_and UNH Student Body President
Doug Cox.

---classified ads·- - Medical Receptionist - two shared part-time
positions available in a busy medical practice, each to work 25-:IO hours per week.
Organizational skills essential, ability to
work one evening or Saturday mornings a
must. Previous experience in a medical setting helpful. Please send resume by April
28th to Newmarket Regional Health C.e nter,
14 Elm Street, Newmarket, NH 03857. M-27.
4/13

roommates
Summer sublet on Main St. Durham 2
bedrooms, need 2 or 3 roo~mates. Asking
$250.00. Price negotiable 868-5786. 4/13
/

Summer Sublet, w /fall option: for three
people to share two-bedroom apartment with
a fourth. Excellent location on Madbury Rd.
Semi-rurnished, wall-to-wall carpet, wood
· panelling. Ava. May 21. Best part: rent only
.$85/mo. apiece-. Call 868-5201. 4/24
· Share comfortable Dover apartment with
congenial univ. employee. Your own
bedroom, LR, big kitchen, basement. Op
quiet street, minutes from K-van, stores.
Your share $90/mo plus utilities. Nonsmokin~ working person, grad student.
Flexibihty and humor greatly appreciated.
Call Steve X1792 days, 749-2855 nights. 4/13
Female Roommate needed to share two
bedroom apartment in Durham with three
other girls for fall. Non-smoker preferred.
$575/semester plus damage deposit. Call
•
Joanne, 868-5513. 4/13
Are you looking for roommates? We are two
females looking for an apt. in Durham to
share with other females. Call Cindy S. at
868-9795. 4/17
Need one roommate for a -3 bedroom apt.
(own room tennis court; furnished or unfurnished> on' Kari-Van route in N_e~m~rk~!
'"uuueu area Ava. May 10 w/fall optrnn. Cess
than $100.00 a month. Call Karen after 5:00
pm 659-2550 4/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
Dover apartment May 20-Aug. 15 (option for
fall), non-smoker, own room, w/w carpeting,
air-conditioning, swimming pool, tenms
courts, Kari-Van route. Call Paula or Debby
749-3822. 4/20
Summer Sublet. Durham - Coops. Available
June 1st - August 31st. Wanted 3 nonsmolUng
males to share two bedrooms. Cheap! $250/4
month plus electricity. Contact Martha or
Jeanne 2-2357 or 868-9764 4/27
1 or 2 roomates wanted Jun 1 - Aug 31. 3.5
miles from Durham or Rt. 108. Call Gary at
659-2594. 4/13

help wanted
TEACH OVERSEAS. For details, send selfaddressed, stamped, long envelope to:
Teaching,- Box 1049, Sari Diego·, -CA-9it"ii.
/
l4/17
Private Apt. w/kitchen and bath in Lee in
exchange for day care of ·2 boys, ages 8 and
10, plus salary. Weekends & most of summer
free. Commitment needed thru June 1980.
Part-time energetic student preferred.
Please call 659-55ii9. 4/13
LEADERSHIP SUMMER. Gain in personal
leadership experience. Boys' Camp, Lenox,
MZ (51st year). June 23-August 23. Swimming and sailing instructors (22 sailboats);
tenms (16 courts), baseball, basketball
coaches: Camp newspaper; other openings.
Send full details, Joe Kruger, 20 Allen Court,
South Orange, NH 07079. 4/24

1

Field and Lab work for remainder of term
and summer in stream Biology. Background

~~s~~~j:~ccJ: bi~~e aN!e1~t~ i!~::l\°e~~
0

vice 868-5576. 4/17

Private apt. w/kitch & bath in Lee in exchange for day care of 2 boys. ages 8 and 10,
plus salary. Weekends & most of summer
free. Commitment needed thru June 1980.
Part-time, energetic student prefeilred.
•
Please call 659-5559. 4/13
Summer Sublet: June I-Aug. 31 studio apt.,
$145/mo. includes until. No pets. 5 minute
walk to campus. Call 868-9815 or 2-1139 Nancy Rm. 517. 4/l 7
Summer sublet - 2 bdrm, aprtment, completely furnished, swimming pool, located at
Olde Madbury Lane Apts. Dover. Call 7426264. 4/20
DOVER: Semi_-furnished 2-bedroom du~lex.
ft:ir ·2 cars~ ~vailable_ from June 1st. UruversitY.· faculty or staff couple preferred. No
chlldren. No pets. $225/mo & utilities. Call
after 4 p.m. 749-3467. 4/17

spare

Summer Sublet w/fall option. Two bedroom
apt. $220/mo. & heat. Dover on Karivan Rt.
No P.ets. Pool on complex. Call 742-9359.
Avallable May 20. 4/20

lost and found
LOST: In N.11.H., a gold Seiko watch with
niarroon (ace. fnftl"afs S'.t..V.. and" cfate 6'-T-75
· '>n back. Means more than anythin~_to me.
t;ontact ::,nerry at 862-1945. 4/l:l
FOUND: In Durham, young male charcoal
· grey cat. Well trained and affectionate. Call
862-1313 or 659-511 l. 4/26
LOST: Pair of plastic-rimmed glasses in a
Chinese fabric Cl4Se near the Smith tennis
courts on Sunday/afternoon. If found please
call: Terri 868-2063. Reward$ 5/4
LOST: En~ironmental Law Book by Bill
Shaw lost in the Commuter Lounge. Whoever
borrowed the book please return the notes
and important letters inside to the info. desk.
I really need them. Nancy 868-2516.

wanted
Wanted: used record albums. Top prices
paid. CALL 868-1204. 4/24
WANTED: Small apartment or room to rent
from May 15-luly 15. Willing to live with a
family within 5 miles of UNH campus. Excellent references. Call 868-983:1. Ask for K. T.
4/17
WANTED: SMALL APARTMENT q_r room
to rent May 15-July 15. Willing to live with a
family within 5 miles of UNH. Excellent
references. Call 868-9833 ask for K.T. (4/17)
Slx_ tnore months just like the last four.
Please connect 673-0427° . with -673-0107
forever. 4/13
WANTED: Person to install car stereo (8track> in my car. Call Holly 868-5150 after 6
p.m.4/20

rides
UNH employee works 8:00 to 4:30 shift,
looking for a ride from Somersworth to UNH
daily, will share exl!enses. Call Roxann at
868-1720. Need a ride immediately. 4/1:1

Ride needed to Newmarket mornings at 7
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
a.m. C_?I~ Bi!ly l:'urks ?t 862-1_302~ 4/1_7
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. Etc.
All Fields, $500-$1,200 monthly. Expenses /
Ride needed to Colby College or Waterville,
paid. Sightseeing. Free info. Write: IJC, Box
Maine area, any weekend. Call Lori 868-7184.
52-45, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 5/4
5/3
SUMMER HELP NEEDED 9:00 a.m. - 1:00
Going to Southern Conn. <New London> or
p,,_m. _and 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Co_!lege Wo~_k
Long l.slanif'? -1 need people to share exSfudy. AppJy at Brook House or c_all 862:1548.
penses. Leaving early a.m. on Friday 4/13. Call
5/4
· Katy 2~1614 or 868-9833. 4/20
Do you know a foreign language? Could you
teach an international crart? Play a forei~n
Ride needed to Buffalo, N.Y. or Western
instrument? H SO, won't you rarticipate m
N.Y. area, Easter weekend, will share exthe international festival, Apri 24-26? Call 2penses. Call Betsy 2-1517 or 868-9753. 4/13
1001, Student Activities Office. 4/20

Subletting two bedroom apt. in Dover from
May 31-July 31 with lease renewal option. On
Kari-van route. Has a pool. Rent $220/mo &
util. Call Linda or Sandy 749,2925. 4/17
Summer Sublet - furnished 4 bdrm. apt. w /w
carpet modern kitch, and bath w/shower on
K-van rte. Dover Rent negotiable. Call Tim
or Fred 742-3219. 4/17
Summer sublet w /fall option: for three
peo!!le to share two bedroom apartment with
a fourth. Excellent location on Madbury
Road. Semi-furnished. Wall-to-wall carpet,
wood panetling. Ava. May 21. Best part: rent
only $85/mo. apiece. Call 8fi8-5201 4/24
3 rooms for rent, small house in· Madbury.
On Kari-van route. ·Summer and fall
semester openings. $75.00 month during the
summer. Leroy Lewis 749-2844. 4/24 ,
2 Bdrm apt. w/w. laundry downstairs, pool.
Available May 15. Fall option. $230/mo. and
electricity. K-van route. 4 mi. from campus
742-29!17. 4/20
WEBSTER HOUSE SUMMER SUBLET: I
June - 31 August. Sunny apartment for 4
people. Spacious living room, kitchen, dining
area, bathroom, 2 bedrooms. Call Karen or
Beth 868-9699, or Christy 868-5612. 4/24
3 girls looking for additional female roommate in half-house ideally located in rural
Durham, own bedroom. Outgoing but
studious, non-smoker. $115/month inclusive.
Call Ellen 868-9667, leave message. 4/24
Furnished, pine . paneled Davis Court Apt.
·,(Madbury Rd.) for rent June I-Sept. I. Easy
walk to campus, perfect for ' 2 or 3, yard
areas for sunbathing & cookouts. Rent
1
negotiable."868-2992. 4/27
Apt. to sublet. May 23-Sept 1 <fall too) I
bedroom bathroom, living room & kitchen.
$195/month, plus cheap electricity. On Karivan route. 64 Main, Newmarket. Call Mike or
John 659-2535. 4/17

1

SUMMER SUBLET:'" 2 room apartment.
w/TV, kitchen and bathroom. Excellent
location, downtown Durham; furnished May
21-Sept I. Call 868-540~ (days l or 868-2496
<nights>. 4/24
New 4 bedroom ~l!a.rtment i!1 Doyer. Livi.ng
room/fireplace- dmmg room & kitchen with
slove & rerrigerator. On Kari-van route.
Available June 1st. $460/month. Lease
required-no pets. Call 742-7!108 between 7-9
p.m. 4/17
Three large bedrooms, kitchen, living room.
partially furnished. On Kari-van route.
m Dover. Avail June 1st. Lease required - no
pets. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 p.m. 4/17

Summer Jobs available as sports, waterfront, archery, ecology and handicraft counselors at Dame! Webster Council Day Camps
·Call Ellen 868-7205. 4/20

Need a ride to Nashua Friday, April 20, &
back to Durham Sunday, April 22. Will split
expenses. Contact Kathy at 868-2556, leave a
message. 4/20

I Room Efficiency w/bath. Central location
in Dover near Kari-van Route. $100 per mo.
heat included. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 p.m .
4/17

SUMMER POSITIONS: Part-time: teaching
skills to youth: gymnastics, water crafts,
tennis, rock climbing etc. FULL STIME
POSITIONS available for WORK-STUDY
STUDENTS. Fantastic working environment. Gain admin. experience and spend
summer out or doors. Call 659-3073•Newmarket Recreation Department. 4/l 7

for rent

SUMMER SUBLET - May 20-Sept I. Old
Madbury Ln. Dover, 2 bdrm, pool, on Karivan w/w carpet semi-furnished, if desired.
Fall option $200 & utilities. Call Dave 749,
,
0631. 4/13

Political Science Majors should always be
inquisitive. Write to Walter Mccloud
Republican Candidate for President. Find
out who he is and what he is all about. McClou~:-Daaeville,lVlissouri 65635. M 1

I

Apartment to sublet: May 21-Sept. I. Mad:
bury Road, close to campus for 2 peopl_e.
Furnished, wall-to-wall carpet, modern kitchen & bath. Call 868-2291.
: Apartment for' Rent for ·2 persons in downfowri - loca tio'n. Walk to supermarket,
resta\!rants, bus, pQst office a1_1d g~neral
sfioppmg needs. $185/mo. plus heat and
,
,
H.W.Cal1Leo742-4134days.4/17.

Two bedroom apartment' available for
suminer sublet. Olde Madbury Lane Aph. in
Dover, swimming pool. Call 749-4564. 4/24
Own room, semi-furnished, $95/month,
summer sublet central Ave., Dover, 10 min
from campus. June 1st to Aug. 31st. Kelly
868-9789 or 2-2172. 4/17

"I opposed the bill because we
need to maintain our flexibility to
respond to needs quickly and effectively," said Mills.
Mills said the bill would make it
difficult for the System to act
rapidly to changes in enrollmeQts
in various classes, and other
.r:hanges that might require the
transfer of money within the
System.
Dudley Dudley, a member of
the Governor's Executive Council, agreed.
"It would be a very lengthy
process (to get budget changes
approved). It would be very difficult to do anything in a short
period of time," said Dudley.
Cox said he opposed the bill
because "the students need to be
close to the administration of the
University. This bill would
remove Ure administration and
move it down the road to Concord."
Cox said the bill would "lessen
the impact" students have on
University policy.
Rock declined to say when the
bill would be reported out of committee, but Poulton said he expected the committee to spend a
fairly long time debating it.

APT. TO SUBLET, May 20-Sept. I. Furnished -- 2 bedrms. living rm. 2 bathrooms,-2
kitchens. Rent is negotiable. Apt is located in
Red Tower. Call 868-9729 Jim Rm IJO or 8689748 Jake Rm. 210. 4/6

Three bedroom unfurnished apartment for
rent Main St.. Newmarket. On Karivan
Route. $210/month & utilities. Available
June 1st. Year's lease required. Call 6592507. 4/17

Looking for roommate to share 2 bedroom
apt. as of May I. 5 miles from campus.
$100/mo & utilities. Call Cindy or Jean at 8687040 or 868-2209. 5/4

Summer sublet with fall option. Spacious one
debroom apt. ideally located in downtown
Durham. Call 868-1002 or 862-2721. 4/20

Apt. to S~b~et, May 15- Aug 30 2 be~rooms,
kitchen .hvmg room, balcony; furmsht•d In
·the Coops-CaH868-7342 for information. 4/30

'Apartment to sublet from May 28-August 30.
Lee Trame Circle, 2 bedroom, living room.
kitchen, WW carpet, bathroom, partly furnished. No security deposit. $190/month plus
electricity. 868-5128. 4/20

Summer Sublet -"The Red Tower" - Main _S t.
2 bedrooms apt., living room w/firepl.a~r.
kitchen & full bath. Spacious & convement.
Call Sara 868-9667 or Michelle room 103 - 8689662 4/1:1
Summer Sublet - one bedroom m·odern apart' ment in Dover. AvailabJe_Ma".. 20 - Seet. 1
·$190.00-per month including hot water. No
pets. Grads only. Call Jennifer 742-4170 or
I
862-1218. 4/20
Durham Apt. to sublet fot summc;r 1.
bedroom. Kitchen, Livin~ Room. Excellent
location: on corner or Madbury - Garrison.
$260 a month. Call 868-70S8. 4/24

Summe~ Sublet with falfoption: Partly'Fi'.iriiished 2 bedroom apartment with combination living room - kllcnen, Hay 11.a.,
Newmarket. $150/month. On Karivan. Call
Olwen or Beth, 659-5655. 5/1
SUMMER SUBLET - Durham Brand New
Studio Healthy Walking Distance Corner Rt.
4 & M~dbury Rd. Rent negotiable Call Chris
8fi8-5974 (before 10:30 a.m . l 5/1
Summer Sublet/Newmarket 2 bdrm. on
Kari-Van route <Salmon SU Available Ml!)' Aug 31 $200pr/mnth & elect. Call Bruce or
Geoff 659-2618. 4/24
Subletting from beginning of May to end of
August. Two bedrooms furnished. Quiet,
scenic, •~mile from Lee traffic circle. Call
868-7557; Jack or Ralph 5/1
Summer Sublet: May 20-Sept. I. Excellent
Durham location in The Coops. Completely
furnished. Call John or Kevin at 8fi8-5185.
4/17
2 Apts. to sublet for summer with fall opHon.
Each 2 bdrms. Kitch. L.R. wall to wall carpeting. 5 miles from campus Call 868-7040 or
868-2209 Available June l. 5/4
3 BDRM a{>t to subJet May 18-Aug 31 No fall
option Heritage Hill Dover $300/month i::1us
security deposit on K-Van H/W w/w Dishwasher incl. Call 742-1847 4/17
For rent 2 bdrm apt Heritage Hill D?ver
avail immed. dishwasher w/w h/w heat mcl.
$220/month lease & security deposit required
Call 749-2555 on K-Van 4/17
Summer Sublet, ava. 5/20-8/31. Large Furnished room <including bed, dresser, desk,
etc.), kitchen, full bath. Security dept?sil
required. Full summer occupation
preferred. Rent negotiable. Contfct Kathy at.
868:2556, leave n~me & nµ..mJ!er •f not there.
5/1
Apt. to sublet. Jun 1 - Aug :n. 3.5 mi. from
Durham on Rt. 108 Call 659-2594. 5/1
Large furnished one bedroom apartment on
Belknap street in Dover available for sum- .
IJler. Sublet anytjme through Septem:i>er I.
Ouiet. mature peopl~-~ must. Perrect size for
t"wo. Call.Kris Lundblad, 868-7288. 5/1
Apartment - sublet for summer - 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, bathroom & livingroom; par~i~lly
furnished, rull,v carpeted, pool, Oil Kar1-\an
rt rent negotiable, old Madbury Ln. Apts.
Dover - Call Alison or Katie 749-4565. or Beth
at 862-1124. 4/13
Apartment for rent - Newmarket
$i7o.oo/mont'li - · irictu~es ...... Gas7~1ec'.lneat
avauaott! lnay 1~""\. 1~a1 ~t= l\U\..'"l1eu, nnnn
rooril. Large Bedroom, Bath/shower, po_rch,
parking, storage, Call 659-2636 - on Karivan
.
Route4/17
Apartment to sublet for summer, from MidMay to August 31. You would have your o~n
room with a private entrance, & share a kitchen & bathroom with I person. In Durham,
by Scorp's. $120/month ·• including all
utilities. · Female, no pets - it's sunny and
nice! Call Sue or Sissy at 868-7405. 4/13
Apt. to Sublet, May 20-Aug. ·:n fur!'ished with
2 bedrooms, fits 4 comfortably with sunroof,
excellent location in Webster House <across
from Scorpios). Call 868-5855. 4/20

Summer Sublet: May 20-Sept. I. Excellent
downtown Durham location. Furnished apt.
for two - 1 bedroom w/large walk-in closet,
full kitchen-living room, bathroom
w/shower. Please call 868-2946. Keep trying.
-t/13

services
Help! Friendly, responsible male who can't
afford the high cost or living needs place to
stay next fall. Will trade room and one.
meal/day for chores, carpentry, babysitting
etc. Bret 868':9748. 4/17
Top Quality Typing: $.65 a page. Call Loi:i.
Strafford Manor, 868-7184. 4/30
I'll type your manuscript and deliver it to
your door, in most cases cases within 24
hours of pickup. $.75/page includes pickup
and delivery, 20 ·ib. paper. '"'rel. - 33:[..s;isu
·
·
evenings. 4/<:u
Typing: Dissertations, letters, resumes,
reports, theses, IBM electric, 22 yrs. experience 749-2692. 4/20
PROFESSIONAL TYPING AT ITS BEST.
IBM Correcting Selectric. Choice of
style/pitch. Spelling, grammar, punctuati.on
corrected. ReasonabTe rates for superior
quality . Call Diana Schuman at University
Secretarial Associates, 742-4858. 4/27
RACQUET STRINGING for tennis, racquetball, squash. Tournament Nylon .- $8.00,
Forrest Hills - $9.00. Head Nylon (oil filled)$10.00. Blue Star - $10.50. Grips - $3.50.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE. Ken Brewer, Lord
207, 2-1634. 4/20
Professional Editor: Theses, Term Papers,
manuscripts of all types. !!68-2557. 5/1
HOUSE PAINTING and Some Interior :
Work. Responsible and hardworking college
students will start May 20th - Aug. 30tb.
Quality work, guaranteed to undersell any
professional. For free estimates call Peter
Rm. 207 at 2-2014, 868-9619 or Ellen Rm. 114
at 2-1668, 868-9732. LEAVE Messages. 5/4
Expert typing - $.55 manscript, $.60
technical. Will supply paper. Call <Dover)
742-~643 for more info. 5/1

for sale
Help! Going under! · Priced for quick sale,
Teac A-106 .cassette Deck $220, EPI 120
/speakers $200, BIC 940 turntable $80, only
five months old - excellent condition, 742~
7856. 4/17
Stereo components: Yamaha CR-600 stereo
receiver, l270. Ultraphase 2001 speakers,
$280. Call.John T. at 749-2844. 4/17
FENDER TFL5000D dual showman reverb
amplifier; 200 watts with twin JBL 15"
speakers. Great for guitar/keyboards in excellent condition. Serious inquiries only.
Todd, Room 136 Babcock or call 868-9805.
4/17
35 mm Minolta SRT 101 with 55mm lens.
Soligor wide-angle, vivitar 250mm telerhoto,
filter, case, tripod, etc. plus Honeywel automatic strobe - only $350 complete. 742-4858.
4/2J
I sell major, name brand line of speakers.
I'll save you enough to buy a new receiver or
turntable. My prices are almost half of their
retail cost. Call 2-1581 or 868-9782 and ask for
Mark in room 120. 5/4
USed Thomas Organ for sale. Approximately
twelve years old and in very gOOd condition,
just needs to be tuned. Includes two
keyboards, foot pedals, bench and music
books. $200 firm, call Keith at 868-7178. 4/24
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Stevens postpones fee
HEALTH FEE
continued from page 1

"I'm glad he took Caucus
opinion into consideration, but I
wonder what will happen to Hood
House next semester,'' she said.
Co-chairman of the Health Services Advisory Committee
Richard Kaufman said, "The
only way to provide and guarantee adequate health services on
campus is with a mandatory
health fee. However inadequate
services are now, they will be
even more inadequate as a result
of this action."
''The first thing which should
be considered is hec:tlth standards," said Phyllis Fitzpat~ick,
student member of the committee.
"It \vould behoove all students
to support Hood House, even if it
means financially. If we take
care of Hood House, Hood House
will take care of us,'' she sai~.
Cox said he wants- a compre-

hensive student survey taken that
would allow students to form an
educated opinion on what type of
health service they want at UNH.
"It's the professional way to do
it," Cox said.
Cox· said he was "optimistic"
that Hood House could hold on for
a semester.
"I agree with Stevens that it
shouldn't ride for a whole year,"
Cox said.
The Caucus resolution had suggested that the study should run
fora year.
Moore summed up the feelings
of the committee. "We wonder
what our goals were for. We put
so much time ,and effort into researching and now it just seems
useless."
Patterson said the effect on
morale at Hood House would be
"negative . We will not work in
a facility with poor medicines.
The students will hav~ to pay
more."
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STUDENT RENTALS
One and two bedroom ap.artment~ will be
available for the school year 1979-1980.
All are within walking distance to Campus.
You can find your own roommates.
2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or 4 people-$2,300/semester
1 Bedroom Apts. 2 people-$1,500/semester
--Includes heat and hot water
For appointment call Mr. Karabelas at
868-5542·
.

Sunlamp - was Christmas present. Used only
a few times - need the money. $50.00. Call
Cindy 659-2633. 4/13
Electric Guitar: For Sale: Univox, in excellent condition. $150.00 or best offer. Call 22281 <campus) or 868-9922. Ask for Dave. 4/17
PIRANHA for sale: Silver with red belly.
$25. Call 659-2519. 4/13
Refrigerator · for sale : small size, good for
dorms . Excellent condition. Less than 1 year
old. Ask $75. (:all 868-2496. 4/24
Amp For Sale: includes Coral Bottom 8-12
inch weakers $225.00, also Traynor YBA-1

:i~~:n. c~- f~· re~~· o~°i:!s~~ ;:k~ ti~~~ ~~~h
2

for $:125.00. Call Bill
phone 2-12XG.

~t

86X-970!l or campus

Forced to sell: Portable black & white T.V.
Good condition. Call Rick 2-ll41. 4/1:1

HONDA 750F, 8000 miles, Yoshimura
lieaders, Dunlu{' K. 81 tires, hot cam and
ignition, Goki air shocks, low handle bars,
mce handling bike. Best offer Call George at
868-972:!, or 2-1296. 4/27
1974 VW DASHER: 4 Door, 4 Speed, 30 MPG,
Mechanically excellent, mimmal cosmetic
rust. Must sell, going abroad. Only asking
$1, 750 or B.R.O. 868-2069. 5/ 1

Radial Tires - 165-15<fit VW), 2 are 11.nows
$100.00 : Jenson 6x9 car speakers $25 Call 7493888. 4/13
MOVING OVERSEAS! Must sell: Hockey
and Lacrosse Equipment: Bell and Howell
slide projector, $6.0; Philips 202 1:urnta~le
with Stanton cartridge, 70; Desk with office
chair, 80 ; RCA Television, 60; Light beige
shag carpet (!)' x 12'), 65 ; Simmons
Beautyrest mattress (full> with box spring
and frame, 275 or best offer. Call 868-2896. 5/1

Wakh MUB Display case for the herd of
giraffes "aiting for International Festival,
April 24-26. If you have giraffe to toin in the
crowd, drop it by the administration office,
MUB 322. 4/20 · t
A party for Students and friends in honor of
David Van Nuys will be held Saturday April
21 , from 8-12 p.m. at the Alumni Center. If

~~~~~gcC!~~k~~~~!!a~1~uJ!i~t4 ~~~-2s21

1!172 Yamaha XS650 :\lotorcycle. 4 Stroke 2
cy linder under 18000 miles with repair
manual. Ver,y good condition, very dependable. $620 firm. Call Matt, 868-5989 after
8:00 p.m. 4/27

Alexander 330 - Your own personal... Hope
you are having a wild and crazy semester ...
miss you guys ... See you in May ... Love from
the Pacific Beach, warm weather and sunshine. 4/13

1973 Font Van - custom deluxe Club \;\'agon
P.S. Radial Tires· custom Interior Excellent
condition · $2400 or B.O. Call 86X-91;t2 or 2- 2154AskforKarenL31X4/27

Mark B.. High, Datsun B210, Dillion, New
Year's, A-Basin, hot tub, wine, X-country,
backgammon, lake, mountains, snow,
nu I es ? ... It was all good ... HaJ!PY ~irthda y ·.:·
See you in May ... California Girl 4/1:1

1975 Chevy C-10 Pickup Truck. 46.000 miles.
$2800 or best offer. Call John at 659-6374 . 4/20
197:1 Datsun Pick-up Truck has cap. - ex-

GUYS, Distinguished top <JUality 3 piece
English Tailored Suit. Fits 5 9"-6'0", 160-185
lbs. Like new, Now Only $50. Call 772-:1094 .
4/24

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST! Participants
needed. Call 81iX-1005. $50 first prize! 4/1:1

1!113 Dodge Challenger, excellent condition,
no rust. Sharp car. Two shows 2 summer
tires. Call 742-3592. Anytime asking $2100.00
~/20

~~~':t":elf~~:s~:15~2a:h7 extras, 46,000 miles

1978 l<~ord F-100 Pickup, 6 cyl, :13,000 miles, 6'
box, step-tow, AM-FM, rustproofing, 2
spaces, good MPG, excellent maintenance.
$4000 or b.o. Days 3:!2-2004 Eve/\\ eekend 4:16·
7187. 4/24
'65 Chrysler Newport; good running condition; $200; 742-8044. 4/20

'

Univeridad Del Noreste
120 East 41 St., N.Y.C. 10017
(212) 594-6589
or 232-3784

I

·----~----------~~-~-~~--~~--~~

---classified- ads
Moped - 77 Garreli - blue like new, low
mileage, $500 new, economical transportation , tuned up, ready to go. $300. Mike 6649644 nites. 4/U

August '79
applicants, 4-year fully
recognized and established
Mexican Medical School,
with several hundred
American students enrolled.
Use English language
textbooks and exams in
English ..School combines
quality education, small
· classes, experienced
teachers, modern facilities.

in

or

Diane . May mass quantities of happiness
units venture your way on your birthday.
ffave ,\ gn·at weeKenl(~ i1r see· _yo~ S-li~<fa_y
night alter the MUH. Love ya, Mike. 4/13
Here's to another year. Boo. Happy Birthday. I love you. Zoo 4/15
Dear Chris & Wes. The romantic days and
nights in Marco Island sound great, but
please, WHO are you? Love, your anxious
guests, Nancy & Martha 4/13

K.L. - Just to let you know I realize the latest
message to the girl with the green eyes .
wasn't for me. I know you must feel I've
made too much or the whole situation from
the beginning, and I'm sor!'Y for that. It was
-Cl nice thought though ... Friends? -KIM 4/17
April 21st Spring Festival at the H.ighland ,
House. Li~e music and kegs. Donations accepted or bring your own. See you there Pablo4/20

Shrimp, Manatee, and .Jellyfish will be the
order of the day Monday, April 23, as MUSO
Presents Fred Bavendam, a nationally
recognized und·e rwater photographer.
Bavendam, whose work has been published
in National Wildlife and Yankee Ma~azine,
will speak on various aspects of Marine life
and the Photo Equipment needed to capture
these elusive underwater creatures in the
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of the . MUB
Monday, April 2:1 at 7::IO p.m. 4/20
Time is running out for students

to submit

DO-Dunk and C&A: thanx for helping us
throu~h the last week with lot" of understandmg. We think youse're great! Love,
('ooldP & Rrownie 4/1:1
Area II Programming Board presents a dinner cruise aboard the Viking Queen Bus
leaves UNH 5:30, April 28th. Tickets
available at Area II Service Desk. 4/17

at the beginning of May. Photographs entered may be in color and black & white ·but
must be ·mounted. Anyone wishing _to participate may leave photographs at tf1e·Muso
Office Room 148 of the MUB until Friday
April 27. 4/27

Fuller Brush man from Chicago: Thanks for
keeping my room full of flowers and sunshine. Happy Birthday-! Hey ... I love you .
4/1:1

Our new roommate: having you around
these past two months has been nice but
we're getting tired of sleeping on the floor.
Happy Birthday anyway . Love, Roe. Noname and Dankm 4/13

LEENY what· does time matter. It seems
forever and it will be. I promise, two instead
of one rings next summer. I love you and you
are it. Love LES 4/ 13

Yvette, Happy Birthday on the 12th. To bad
· that puts you over the hill too. Thanks for the
gooa trtnes - H.K., s. and S., Hampton and
Bear - Love always George Johnson 4/1:1

!':~~i:: i~rGf!!!f~~~Z·v :si~fiil~~;~:.c~~~~

Donnie, I hope your stay at the ~o~p~tal isn't
too cold. I'll supply the blanket 1f 1t 1s. Hope
you feel better today. Much luck, Mich. 4/13

To the brothers & plt>dges of Pi Kappa
Alpha: Thanks for a fantastic hike yesterday! Love. the daring drivers of Delta Zeta .
4/13

Dearest Buddy, thanks for a most
memorable birthday! Love you forever,
Mugs.4/t:I

McConnell 202 7 PM 'sponsored by Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship 4/13 •

c~it:1'lt:ft~~ f~~!~ft!i~~~~!~~~~ ~n~:~ut~

1JN11 Women's Lacrosse: Go Nuts!! Carol B.,

Smellet : Welcome back to reality . No more
pain killers for you. only beer. I missed you.
Sorry I couldn 't come Monday. Happy
Easter and Merry Christmas. Love, Your
friend from abroad. 4/l:l

Good Looking 22 yr. old male virgin looking
for woman with whom to end his ways .
Please call 659-5709! 4/t:I

Wheatly, t:op1e, Sb.er.• Suzanne (A.l.G.l~p"e
"born,l:aro1<J'B. Ga_!>!>.Y· Carla. M_ot:• ~ . , •
Jearine, Patty, Kelly. Carol F., Sue Kill,
Ellen Kathy B. Marie!! It's time to play in
thesu'n! <Not New Hampshire Hall!!! l 4/13

'66 B11kk Sp1•cial Excellent cond. new
~~;~Nt~!nn~~~~:~.
$700. Call Terry 659-

Nan W.: Great ~eekend, Kiddo! Beantown
wa!1 the h's! The beach - the beers· the band·
the'boys! Really awesome! Stay psyched for
more crazy times - where's my car? Love,
your new friend, B. 4/13

APK: Are we really going to do something
fun? Hope you haven't forgotten how to play,
you have one week to remembo/ how ,
though. Anyway, you're kinda cute, slightly
boring, but cute. Love, me. 4/13

Baby, .You · mak~ me feel fine. Esp. ~n the
morning. And with those candles burnmg at
night. B.B. 4/13

cars for sale

·F or Sale 1978 "Plymouth Volare wagon
automatic, Power· steering & bra1<es '-'iiloo
condition, Low Mileage Must sell fast - Call
Steve 659-297:!. 4/20

Area II Programming Board Presents a dinner cruise aboard the Viking Queen. Bus
leaves UNH, 5::10 A{'ril 28th. Tickets
available at area II Service Desk. 4/17

For Sale: 1960 Ford Falcon, 6 cycle 110
engine, 3 speed standard. Oregon car - very
little rust. All the parts you want froin 2
similar cars, currently driven. $400. Call
Doug at 868-7419. 4/24

Toyota La,tdcruiser, 1972. Excell. -condit.;
hardtop, doors, rollbar, chains, tool kit, no
rust: S:llOO_call Doug, 868-2589after64/1:1

To the sexy, short red-headed RA on 6th floor
Stoke: I haven't forgotten about.YO':! but ho.w
could I with you constantly i:emmdmg me 111
the dinner line! I think you're hot-stuff and
memories of last summer will never be
forgotten. PB 4/20

FOH SALE: Never used male organ, purchased last thanksgiving, model 207-B. High
efficiency engine never needs oiling, but
requires plenty of lubrication, also featuring
de~p thrus.t ing cyl~nders and a nevi;r endi~g
CRANK shart with 2,739,841 miles still
remaining. Willing to let others test drive Contact L_.~.S: 4~13
.
·
··

10 speed Gid's .Bike. At.-Ja <Italian made) ,
·great cond. Overhauled just recently. $65
Call Holly 868-5150 after 6 p.m. 4/20

For Sale: 1965 Pontiac Tempest Wagon, V8326 cubin inch, everything works, runs well.
some rust, good battery and electrical
system, good tires, asking $600 or~best offer,
868-74,19 ask for Pete. 4/24
171 VW Squareback. Blown engine, great
parts <new brakes, new clutch, new generator, etc). Best offer over $75. Call 659-2515,
ask for Joe. 4/13
1975 KZ-900, mint condition, very fast, 15,000
miles, red. $2000 or B.0. 749-2844. ~/13
MOVING ABROAD: 1978 Toyota Corona
Wagon, 5-speed standard, · rust-proofed,
14,000 miles, excellent mileage, well main.:-tained. $4,250 or best orfer. can 749-3467. l/17
For Sale - 1972 Toyota Corolla <yellow> Body
in excellent shaf.e <newly painted) .- Needs
engine. Book va ue $1250, will sell for $650.
Call 862-3126 or 622-08S2. 4/13
'70 VW Squareback. Rebuilt Engine, starter.
New Muffler, Battery, Tires (6). Runs Excellent. Jon 659-2555. 4/24
1972 350 Honda for sale. $475 or best offer,
14,000 miles, excellent condition. Book value
$500. Call 659-3721. 4/17
1972 VW Squareback, body in great condition, needs engine work, $800 neg. Call
Carol 659-2757. 4/20
·

HONDA 360 CJ 1976 $8!J5.00 one year old, 40110
miles. perfrct condiUon luggage rack & new
grips . Great gas mileage 60 MPG. Requires
no maintenance. Call 749-2844. 4U7
1

mr·

personals
Freshmen: Are you wearing your beanies?
What? Not doing anything?? What happened
to those active bi~h school seniors? Get involved, dammit. Call Student Government at
2-1494. 4/17
Have a problem? Don't know where to turn?
Call 2-1494 or 2-216:1. 4/17
Spring Fevt;r has sprung, try a. custpm made
T-shirt, variety of colors, 20 d1fferen~ transfers available. 10-3 at the Mub April .10,11,
1..:. we aaso nave 1euers. we ·u print an,\'·
thing! 4/13
Hey Annette, did you get any yet? Keep your
engine running honey:can yotl/dig it! Hope
ybur flyboy sends you mto total ecstasy. The
matchmaker. 4/13
Les, Reunite, Revolution and road trips.
<And visions of turning into a Diet .Pepsi
can?!> Thanks for sharing and caring and
letters to a special guy. Thumper truly 1s like
a spring day. Love, Happy Feet. 4/13
Licia-Red may be the color that my baby
wore and home may be the Pennsyl,vania
turnpike, but I won't mu over! Throue:h the
laughter and tears land Schwenksville),
buses, birds and sarcasm... You can't
always get what you want, but we gol what
we need. Love Suze. 4/J:l

1968 Rambler Rebel. Ne\\: battery, starter,
brake shoes and drums. Started immediately after sitting through winter. Needs front
brake line. Some rust. $225 firm. Call Linda
431-1030 eves. 4/17

OU\', we should have 8one to Florida, oh
well. Roses are red ,' Violets are blue. It's
your birthdav, ka moo ka moo kalamazoo.
It's all I could think of to rhyme with. Keep
typing. I hear the Antarctic's real nice this
time of year. Love, Dan Rather.5/12 _

1977 250 Suzuki TS <Trail & Street) ; excellent
cond. 1700 miles; call 679-8106 after 5 p.m.
4/20

DEBBIE D.: Have a Happy Easter and stay
out of my bed, you wefrdo. You , too, Linda.

For Sale: '75 Fiat 128 4 Door Sedan, need
transmission and minor engine repairs .
Asking $600 or best offer. Call Beth 65!1-50:;:1;
Leav!' nam e and phone number. 4/17

JOYCE, Bruce, Bob, Don, Brad, Dave, Bill
and Bill, Doug-Bonne Chance! ~lly
Guist • I know you don't like birthdays. But
here is a happy birthday wish anyway - Hap'PY 19th • have a WICKED good time! Love
ya, your old & future roomie. 4/1:!
·

DENNIS - you Glebe! Surprise!! Yes, I'm
crazy! Remember· "What a fool believes .. . "
<l>oobie, Doobie Do>. Keep smiling 'cause
life is just beginning! Love ya Mucho! Janet
4/1:1
LOST: Insecure sophomore business major
with cute button nose, which answers to the
name of "twinkle eyes," lost in vicinity of
Ithaca College. If found return to "thunder
thighs," c/o Virgo Virgin Village, Physical
Therapy Department, Delta Gamma Pi,
Ithaca, N.Y. NOTE : Twinkle Eyes oft~n
. Visit.~ marble pbltlonn where "sensuous bitdles"
often show off their "beached whole"
bodies. Please help me find him • REWARD
4/1:1

Gerry M. - Happy Belated Birthday! Sorry
I'm late but I thought I would wish you Ha~
py Birthday in person at lunch but ... hope 1t
was great! J 4/13
Laura: I really miss all the long talks & good
times. I still think you're the greatest ever,
take care ... Miss you.' Love, Your ex-roomie
4/13•
To the Girl who may be interested in the
Handsome, Intelligent Man named John. I
. think I may be interested in doing some
"basic fooling around" with you, too. How
about getting m touch!! 4/13

Dear Leg<sl: At last, a boss who understands typists <he thinks). Aren't you
thrilled? It's gonna be fun <for one of us,
anyway>. Love, Defender. 4/13

MARIANA - Thanks . so much for the best
time Wednesday qighl. I enjoyed every
JUinute of it!! Love, S.S. 4/13

To all those in the Ginny Dixon fan club,
thanks so mu6h you "goofs" for putting up
with me these past few weeks. You gals were
always there when I needed someone to
laugti with, crv with, get drunk with, etc.
sOme peqple just don't understand what they
left behind. LKL the letter was a classi" !
MLP, you're always thinking of the positive . .
JJ, who cares if he's from ·your hometown?
MllRL, you're on my wavelength. NB, we
will survive! KT, we'll get our revenge
another way. And to all the rest of the best
<Z.A., JP, MD> - We'll Rosalita it to the end
with beers lfnd constant optimism. Beware
of trucks! Love, Barface's X 4/13

. Soo Ree and Beans - get psyched Tor the
' "single" life next year! Keep those stereos
crankin' and those bedsprings creakin' that'll show me everything!! Love, Corny
4/17

Stud Service: Well hung purebald Connecticut Harrier up for stud. Owner willing to
transport to Farmington, Ct. or possibly
Ithaca, N.Y. Mating Requirements: must be
a purebred Delta Gamma Pi bitch. Contact:
MASTER MATES Inc. Box 148504/13

William - Happy early 19th! Here's to a year
of more forced dates wit~ rugby players or
do you prefer "bunnies"? I'm looking forward to the 28th, and hope the entertainment
isn't so Bow Street Pub-1sh. Have a great day
on_Monday! Love, "Louie." 4/13
'

Hey Scoop <AKA-MPOEll) We, the delelics
of Marston Take this opportunity to bid you a
warm welcome to the Minis. Especially the
curly haired kid who digs your A. 4/13

Michael-You· finaliy made the big 20
despite many wasted nights in the fibes
studying for drculi.s ... or was thaf the Pabst
Blue Ribbon 401? Via the grapevine, I heard
that my blind date's favorite color is purple
so I matched my PD dress accordingly. I
hope you have a golden day. Love, K:·K· 4/13

MAX, definition - VOYEURISM, peeping
tom, psycholo_gical disorder in dirty old men,
usually satisfies oneself manuallY. aUerwar_ds
Next time, gt•t it from LYNNE. second floor.
4/13

To the muslerious rose sender in SAE Thanks for brightenini; my day!! P .S. I sure
do love chocolates ... J m Devine 4/13 ·
Hey Cutie! I love you! From your favorite
kite flyer. 4/13
To the brothers of TKE • Thanks for a day
we'll never forget; how could we? With T-K·
E push-ups; a man-eating swan; an olympic
water tower climber; two transvestites;
squirming worms; air raids in the MUB; an
amphibious rledge; lots of beer; dancing;
and plenty o hangov-ers - Didn't we tell you
we could sneals?!? Lots of love and Thanks
Again. Chi-0

To all new and returning RAs of Stoke; also
• Karen, Mike, Gregg & Jim : Spring training
was great. Don't forget the water guns, leap
frog, seeing the sun rise. Jeanne's laugh,
Help! Need to find home for one year · old
Paul Mason, Big Ticks and every other crazy
male cat, moving can't keer. Contact· Nanthing we did last weekend, including
cy . Huddleston Dining Hal • Kitchen 10:00-' throwing Sarah in the shower. STOKE IS
7:30 p.m. Pleas~ no can s. .
. ,
AWESOME .. STEVE. 4/13 '
' - I '

Tigre - Happy Birthday! . Lets celebl'IQte it
again next month. I'll try another cake. Can
you say. fattening? Sure. Love Pooh. 4/13
ONE intelligent, religious, and beautiful
Thunder
thiihed
"soroity
bitch"
<Preferably a v1rgol Who's like to dive deep
and is an ex-lacrosse player and is often
called Miss Ct. .. to spend a delightrul and
sensuous Easter weekend in the "love Den"
with a white almost Catholic T.E. ed Macho
Stud Soccer player who may not survive the
following week. 4/13
1
WIMPS of UNll • brin~ your favorite wimp to
the first "National Wimp Week" dance. Get
ready for a long, long mght of sitting in the
corner and sucking your thumb. For tickets
and more info; contact Jeff Lynch Sawyer
228 or call 2-l128. 4/ 1:l .
. '

Sharon. Haf PY Belated Birthday. I'm really
organized! hope you have a wild and crazy
22nd year. Thanks for the indecent blind adventure to Young's in the early A.M. I was
bummed about the grilled cheese and fries,
but showing off my sex) <? l nightgown to the
passing men was extremely kmky. Let's go
nuts at the P.D. Enjoy and much lov.e •
Karen4/13
Bob, Doug, Mike, Greg, Bob, John, Jamie &
Marcia - Just wanted to say I think you're all
GREAT! Couldn't have met nicer people, &
to think it took a fury friend to make it all
happen. I'm grateful to you all - YOU'RE
TERRIFIC! Hope you all have a Happy
Easter, Pam & Sh,iloh,. ~/13
•
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Political •
convention

•
comics

by Jeff MacN elly

Shoe

WHt1'NAC,I

f~RTAJNING?

POLITK:AL SCIENCE
continued from page 7
motion and merit, according to
Grady.
University of New Haven professor Franz Gross S.::lid "it
·allows an exchange of knowledge
by colleagues who are experts."

CWIP
surcharge

by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
.. ANP H/5 HOL/NCSS 81/T11./Hm fXJ
THE AYATOllAH IS YDll f)()? YOU
NJllJ REALIZINe HIS DIDN'T AN-

l PREAM ~AN 15-

.

" LAMIC REPtJBllC!
\

SUR MY
QU&5TION!
\

/A/HY 15 YOUR. IA/IF&

OH, 7HArS'

SP&4KJNG TO US, RAY? IAJON!)ERFl/l/

IN MY CIXJNTR.Y, m!EN 7Hl1J5 JIJST
. lXJ NOT 5PEAI< t/NL£9S /)/J./llN IUON7H&Y AR& /laJRE$E/J. a:RRll!

I

\

/AKJNIJEkR/l?
JUIJY, /JI[)
YOIJ H/3AR.
IJJH/tf H&

sEr
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I IJl/J.1 IT
IAJA5 7U1AL MAOIO,
UNAPOLIJ6ET/C AN/J
MA51'eRFIJL/ IT'S

-mu //1/3 P.JHY fJO
1

YOI/ LET YOt/I< MFe
DR£SSU~A

JlJ5T SAIO? BEEN A ION6 TIM&!

"\.

PROSTITW&?
I

\

OH,

GOO/

IA/HAT A
8/<eATH
0FFRE5H

AIR!\

~

"

Tumbleweeds

CWIP
continued from page 3
announced plans a month ago to
sell up to 22 percent of the plant to
out-of-state companies, in order
to pay for its half -of the $2.5
billion cost of building the plant.
The bill's passage marks the
third consecutive year the House
has passed anti-CWIP legislation.
All previous legislation was
vetoed by former governor
Meldrim Thomson.

by Tom K. Ryan

Governance
GOVERNANCE
continued from

p~ge

3-

the proposal .final endorsement
and send it to the Board of
Trustees.
The proposal favors increasing
the size of the 30-member Caucus
to a 48-member Senate.
One senator will be elected
from every dorm during el~ctions
under the new system, while in
the past Area I had five senators,
Area II had four, and Area III
had four.
Commuters will be represented
by 21 senators, compared t0-14 in
the past. They will now be chosen
according to town in which they
live, rather than by their
colleges.
Fraternities and sororities will
be represented by three senators,
instead of only two.
Student
Government . has
already begun to prepare for the
elections, which will be held April
23 and 24 in the residence halls,
under the supervision of Student
Government.

...,,

FRIDAV-SATURDAV
JOE VAL

colleg!ate crosswor<!
ACROSS

1 Serious wrongdoing
6- Brown pigment
11 Feign
13 Retaliate for
15 Optimistic
16 Ornamental dish
17 Shakespearean
killer
18 Aflame
20 Electrical unit
21 British verb suffix
22 Snares again
26 Ibsen character
27 Trigonometric ratio
(abbr.)
28 Avoidance
29 Prefix: threefold
30 Manors
32 Jungle animal
34 Make a mistake
35 Musical syllable
36 Alley denizens
40 Brown pigments
44 Prefix: mouth
45 Goddess of
agriculture
47 Basic Latin verb
48 Do wrong

49
50
51
52
53
54
58
62
63
64
65

.Newspaper VIPs
Aviv.
Understand
~
Composer Delibes
Spanish article
On the way (2 wds.)
Of a biological
class
Played for time
Lift
Winter forecast
--mouthed
DOWN

1
2
3
4
5
,

6
7

8
9
10

11
12

Intersects
Esteem
Mineral suffix
culpa
Suffix for
correspond
Calendar abbreviation
First lady
se
Thankless one
Moorehead and
De Mille
Encomium
River features

AND THE

13
14
19
22
23
24
25
31
33
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
46
55

56
57
59
60
61

Se 11
Lamprey fishermen
Tax collectors
Make i secondhand
deal
Turned inside out
Star of "L i1 ies of
the Field"
Night -nuisances
Energy agency
(abbr.)
One of the Bobbsey
Twins
Throws
Acclimates
Feldspar, for one
Put tln a happy face
Curly or Shemp
Neither sharp nor
flat
Agreeable feature
Relief from grief
Nice summer
Corrida cry
Diminutive suffix
The --.:-- Offensive
Slippery Born
Braun

NEW ENGLAND
BLUEGRASS BOYS

TUESQAV Apr. 17
9!W

Spa~hct ti

Su ppcr

COMING APRIL 22

~

JOHN LINCOL WRIGHT
- And The Sourrnash Boys

t

,

HELD
OVER
6 : 40 & 8 :30

.\DE:\fY flENDSTUE.

,\\\:\lm WIXXER
llf.ST HllUJ C•X

FU.~1

1978

~

•

I&

~·

,., "·.·.:::'.""''

Simone Si,(noret

-&

,f,WA.'IE KOSA ~

DISCOUNT
PRICES

6:30&8:45
ADULTS $1.50 - FAMI LY $3.00
17 AND UNDER$~
.
ALA'.\ BATES
·
CL\ YBt:RGll ,

an·

----·--uninarrled

® ~Wr1rnaD

1.

,

,__ _
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Person-WolinskyCPA Review Courses

Restorin g

• LEARN TO
SUCCEED WITHIN
ONLY 10WEEKS

RESTORATION
continued from page 3

/

Student
trustee
I

WILSON
continued from page 1

number of student trustees to one
per campus, is a " good one but
not very feasible .''
"One student trustee can be
suff.icient if the voice is strong
enough," he said.
In his application to the Student
Caucus selection committee,
Wilson said if he was appointed
student trustee he would strive to
" provide progressive leadership
with an eye towards the future of
students in the University
System."
Wilson, a junior political science .
major_, has served as president
·of the Memorial Union Student
Organization, vice-chairman of
the MUB Board of Governors,
and member of the UNH's
President's Council.
"I'm looking forward to seeing
how Iandoes 1 n · M~att said, ' I e'X'- *
pect it to be different. "

the

Concord
String
Quartet

A GOOD CPA REVIEW COURSE SHOULD CUT THROUGH
THE MAZE OF MATERIAL. OURS DOES!

the past
"We had to go through every
rug : and it was detailed work
looking for those tiny insects and
then storing the rugs in a
fumigation room,'' she said.
They are careful when walking
through the houses, conscience of
not hitting furnishings or even
brushing by a table too quickly.
They have developed a sensitive
respect for the pieces.
''Once I become involved,''
said Ferreira, "I have a feeling of
pride and my work is very much
a part of me."
She realized this one day when
someone was lurking around the
outside of one _of the buildings.
"I'm very protective of the place
and I question anyone that I think
is going tq hurt this place. I care
very much about what is going on
around here, ' ' she said.
"The couecuons," said Franzen. "are really the only living
]proof of our ancestors. They are
the only concrete things we have
left, and they help us realize how
people lived; and it certainly was
a hard life."
Ferreira said the job has opened her eyes to the real world
of historic preservation.
"It's so different when I'm in
the background, helping to make
a room what it is. We are not only
preserving the objects for us and
our time, but for the future, and
hopefully for as loQg as possible."
There is a lot of work involved
in this restoration project that
began in the late 1950's. Then, the
area was run down and the city
had decided the only solution to
ridding itself of junkyard
businesses was to destroy the
buildings and level the entire
area.
"It was their Urban Renewal
Project,'' said Franzen. "They
had planned to build apartment
buildings, but a group of concerned citizens that realized the
value of the area donated money
to be used to preserve the area.''
At Strawberry Banke there are
four homes which have been
authentically restored and furnished in different time periods,
showing changes ·in the way of
life.
There are seven houses that
contain historic collections and
several buildings hold independent craftsmen.
Both women agreed the romanticism of the ear1y 1800's they
originally felt has been dented by
the realization of how hard it was
for people to live back then. But
their appreciation for those times
and its artifacts grows as they
work preserving the past.
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• WAIT FOR
OUR LATE FEB.
&AUG. STARTS

BEETHOVEN
CYCLE

T•
SHIRTS

. - - - - - - For information and free sample contact: - - -

{617) 843-2288

the

Beethoven
Cycle

Locations Coast to Coast

$4.50

2/3 PASSING RATE•

·

Memorial Union Ticket. Office, .862-2290
IO a.m.-4 p.m., Monday-Friday ·

·eased on our survey

·~******************************~

*~

SENIOR WOMEN

*

:*

t /

Are You Thinking About
Future Plans & Saying to Yourself:

**

:*

**~

;
;

*

*

;

*

*

*Come & share some thoughts & concerns with us.
You might discover some alternatives you
/
hadn't imagined.

'

1

When: Tuesday, April 17 6:30 pm

w~re:lli~~H~L~n~

Great Bay Motor Co., Inc..
659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215

Newmarket. N.H.

t

; I'm too busy now, I'll worry about it later ... :*
*I'll just find any summer job and go after ; ~
; what I really want in the Fall...
*.·
; Th~re· aren't any jobs in my field anyway' ;
* so why b0 ther t 0 100k .. .
**
**I
don't want to choose between a career
***
; and a relationship...
*I just don't know where to begin...
,*

*

on sale ·

~I

-~

*

;

NO

SALESMAN_COMMISSION
YOU SAVE!!

@)

No. 1 Service Dealer
Yea r After Year
For the Economy Minded

USED .CARS ' New Chevette Four Door with:
Air Conditioning
FloorMats
1.6 liter engine
Automatic trans.
Heavy -duty radiator

Radio

Console
Body & Sid e Mldg.
Day-nite mirror
Deluxe bumpfrS
Whell trim nms

.

Window Sticker Price: $4887. 15
CASH DISCOUNT
:
500.--15
FULL PURCHASE PRICE: $4387

s

CHEVROLET MANAGEMENT CENTER

We Service WhaJ We Se Jr

YOUR Authorized Chevrolet

*~~-·~--~-:~~~D_e_a_k_~_i_n_t_h_e_D_u_~_R_H_A_M_A_R~~--~

*
*'
; Sponsored by: Career Planning & Placement & Res. Life ~~
;
More info. c~ntact: Barbara Babkirk (862-2010)
t
*
Stevie Keating (862-1875)
*
;******************************~~.

Chinese Polynesian Restaurant

~

ifli .•

Enaineers

Examine Our Career Opportunities
Before Making _That Decision!

· ASIA SPLENDOR ....... 6.85

There are openings in High Tech- ·
nology Research and Development
for Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineers. Discuss your career interests
with one of our engineers.

WOR HEP HAR ....... 5.40

Call toll free weekdays ,
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

MAY WE SUGGEST
Freshest lobster, shrimps, chicken and
beef specially sauteed with mushrooms,
water chestnuts and greens in tantalizing
sauce covered with crispy won ton.

Jumbo shrimps pressed with bacon and ,
pan fried with an exotic sauce.

TAHITIAN TR~AT ....... 6.85
Fresh lobster meat; Alaskan King Crab
meat and shrimps sauteed with a special
Polynesian sauce.

CHOW QUARTOV ....... 3.00

For vegetarians or vegetable lovers -a mixture of choice Chinese vegetables and
fresh Garden vegetables.

800-243-3 343
'

.PRATT I WHITNEY
AIRCRAR GROUP

PEKING BEEF ....... 5.15

Old-time Mandarin favorite. render strips

of beef, pan fried with spices and chili saucP

SA V HOV BEEF ....... 4.85

..

Expertly prepared tender steer beef with
mushrooms, bamboo shoots, water chestnuts, snow peas, and pineapple.

742-0040 or 742-9816
HOURS: Monday - 4:30 pm to 9 pm : Tuesday thru
Thursday - '11 :30 am to 9 pm; Friday and Saturday 11 :30 am to 1:30 am; Sunday - 1 :30 pm to 8:30 om

48 Third Street Dover N.H.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

~1/i
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
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UNH nine sweeps

BASEBALL

~

cat stats

YC STANDINGS

BASEBALL
continued from page 20
currently, UNH's hottest hitter
(.420), set the stage for Nickerson's departure witlYan infield hit
to load the bases again. Greg
Burr sacrificed MacDonald
home, with Whitty and Neal advancing on the wild throw of
Huskie center fielder Preston
Carroll.
Ford then w~lked_._Jim Wholley,
and 9nce agam the bases were
filled with Wildcats <UNH had
the bases loaded four times in the
g~me). Neal scored what proved .
to be the winning run on the next
play, as UNH displayed some
alert base running.
Stone hit a potential doubleplay ball to short, but Jim
Wholley broke up the play at
second as Neal scored. On the
next pitch, Stone headed for
second and got held up in a rundown long enough to allow Whitty
to score the sixth run.
UNH had scored once in the
opening inning when Burr
walked, stole second, and came
home on a single by Stone.
Jones, although collecting the
victory to make him 3-1 on the
season, was not typical Jones.
"He just didn't have it today,"
said head coach Ted Conner. " He
couldn' t find his rhythm."
Jones did strike out the side in
the first inning, ;ind held North eastern scpreless until the fourth,
but his wildness was evident in
· every inning.

He gave up two bases-on-balls,
and was not helped by the erratic
OVERALL
CONF.
UNH fielding (three errors).
"It's reaction time," explained
w l T
w l PCT. w l
Holy Cross
3 1 0
Conner, referring to the fact that
Maine
6 4 .600 1 1
Fairfield
8 5 0
the Wildcats have not had any
NEW HAMPSHIRE 7 5 .583 1 1
Maine
6 4 0
opportunities to practice their
Connecticut
6 6 .500 1 1
NEW HAMPSHIRE 7 5 0
Statistics
Rhode rsland
3 3 .500 1 1
fielding outside. "It's like pracConnecticut
-and standings
6 6 0
Massachusetts
6 10 .375 1 1
ticing street hockey, an,d then
Rhode Island
3 3 0
as of Tuesday
Vermont
1 3 .250 1 1
going out and playing the game
Northeastern
1 1 1
on skates."
Massachusetts
6 10 0
Northeastern finally rallied in
Boston College
1 2 0
Providence
3 6 0
the fourth to temporarily ease
Vermont
1 3 0
what was for them a frustrating
(Based on 2.5 AB per games played)
afternoon. After Neal bobbled a
NAME
G AB H R TB RBl ' 2B 1B HR SB AVG
double-play ball at second to put
Consldine(UConn) 9 33 15 10 21 4 1 1 1 o .455
two men on, catcher Bob Murray
Vitale (URI)
6 18 8 4 11 7 1 1 O 2 .444
(Based on 1.5 innings P"!r games played)
got a oloop single to cent~r'
Whitty (UNH)
12 43 19 11 23 6 1 0 1 3 .442
Lavigne(CT)
9 34 13 10 28 10 2 2 3 0 .382 NAME
scoring Charley Pascarelli.
G
IP
W L H R ER SO BB ERA
10 29 11 5 13 8 2 0 0 3 .379 Mahan (ME)-.R
Shortstop Gene Doucette ·Wholley(UNH)
2 13.0 2 0 8 2 1
8 5 0.69
Coutts(MF)'
10 32 12 9 14 4 2 o- 0 1 .375 Winters (CT)-l
walked to,load the bases, and tw-0
5 30.3 2 1 20 10 4 26 10 1.18
Donovan(CT)
10 35 13 8 11 6 1 O 0 3 .371 Jones (UNH)-R
6 28.7 2 1 12 5 4 21 0 1.25
more runs came in one batter
Stowell (ME)
-10 33 12 6 18 4 1 1 1 1 .364 Tirella (Rl)-L
2 14.0 1 1 11 6 3
7 3 1.93
later on a wild throw on another
Anthoine (ME)
10 36 13 8 14 5 1 1 O 2 .361 Mclaughlin (Cij-R 5 33.0 4 1 19 13 8 41 27 2.18
potential doubleplay.
Garray(CT)
11 39 13 7 19 10 3 O O 3 .333 W~lenc (UMass)-R 4 28.3 2 1 20 10 7 27 24 2.22
Northeastern took up where
Stockley (UM~ss) 16 54 18 7 26- 5 3 1 1 1 .333
they had left off in the fifth inning, as Joe Glynn tripled into the
power alley in right field. Pat
Barry then singled him home,
and tha-t was all for Jones.
I
Steve Johnson, getting the ·MARATHON
going to run it ve'ry leisurely,
the
opportunity.
just
never"--had
relief call from Conner, came on continued from page 19
starting from the back and enI've watched it for a lot ot ye~r"s.
and retired the side. Johnson was ply run."
Now I finalli have a chance to joying the sights. I don't know
equally impressive in the last two
Tim Reever is a_ 20-year-old
much about strategy or pacing.
it.
innings, getting out oi. trouble in English major from Laconia. He run
I'll stop and rest if I have to,
"I'm
looking
forward
to
the
the sixth, and ending the game has-been running 80 miles a week
crowd encouragement. The stretch my legs out. A friend of
with two strikeous in the seventh.
since autumn.
recognition. If you tell people you mine only ran for five weeks
Like Haddock, he is a product of- ran Boston, they can identify with before it last year and he
The final run for -UNH came in the ''Laconia 'Connection, ' ' a
finished. I just wan_t to say I did
the fifth , when Jablonski's triple highly successful environment that. They can appreciate it.
" I'm just looking to break three it.
scored first baseman Matt Kelly, that regularly produces fine
" There ' s sort of an aura
hours . I've got some track races
who had singled.
distance runners, and has been a coming up and I don't want to . surrounding ft. You just don 't
competitive racer since high burn myself out. I have a cold know what to expect. It's the anschool. Thirteen months ago he now. If it goes away before ticipation of the unknown. It's
ran a 2:45 at Lowell in his first at- Monday, I'll be ready."
also a big ego trip, running in the ~
tempt at marathoning. On WedOne of the 3000 unofficial en- same race as studs like Rodgers.
nesday, he was still nursing a trants is Jon Bewly, a senior
"I'm doing it mainly for the
stubborn cold.
economics major the New Lon- house (Sigrp.a beta fraternity) . '' .
Forward Bob Francis ,has been elected captain of the 1979-80
"Boston has been like a fantasy don, N_H. He has been running for
Boston is run for the same
UNH hockey team.
to me since I was a kid," Reever ' six weeks in preparation for reason Everest is climbed, the
Coach Charlie Holt made the announcement at the Friends of
said. "I've always wanted to run Boston. He has never done more Channel is swum and brave little
UNH Hockey banquet last week.
it, but never believed that I than twelve miles.
Mexicans throw themselves off
Francis, a junior, was the Cats' second-leading scorer thfs
would. There's always been a
"I have no competitive aspects the cliffs of A'.capulco--because
season behind Ralph Gox. ~e ffnished third in the ECAC.
track season in the spring and I whatsoever," Bewly said. "I'm ifs there.

~lected

Francis

NE STANDINGS

YC BATTING

YC _PITCHING

NH runners aiming at Bos.t on

captain
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·, UNH runners out ·to break Heartbreak Hill
.......

''There is something about
the Boston Marathon that
brings runners back year after
year. Maybe it is the tradition.
Maybe it is the competition.
Maybe it is the spectators
lining the course. More likely
it is all this plus the fact that
the runner who trains in
anonymity for 364 days finally
can mount the central stage."
--Hal Higdon
By Gary Crossan
The Boston Marathon is the pinnacle of American road racing.
. Since 1897, the third Mon9ay -of
every April has brought hundreds
of thousands -of the well-trained,
and the not so well-trained, t9 the
small town of Hopkinton where
the long road east winds its way
to that final destination-downtown Boston.
Boston is not just a marathon,
it is an institution. Its being helps
sustain the training of runners
·from Bangor to San Francisco. It
lends a purpose, a communal ,
feeling of accomplishment to
those who share the sometimes
lonely road of preparation.
This year's maratho.n, without
a doubt, will attract the largest
and most star-studded field in its
eighty-three-year history.
The top U.S. marathoners will
be there (including last year's .
winner and American record
holder Bill Rodgers and 1972

Olympic champ Frank Shorter) those people. In New York (right November with the sole purpose
vying for one of three spots on the - now the largest marathon in the of running Boston.
·
Pan-American team (Boston world: 12,000 runners and an . He qualified in February at the
serves as the trials). Japan, estimated five million spec- ; Plodders' Marathon in Brockton,
China, New Zealand and nearly tators) it was incredible.
. ., ,
recording a 2: 55 time in his first
every country in Europe will be
"If the .weather is nice, l'lf go attempt at the distance.
sending their best.
fol" a good time. If it's hot,-forget
He has his letter of acceptance
As for the size of the field at the it. It's just not worth it. I'll start taped to the door of his room.
start--7800 registered entrants kind of slow, comfortably. I want
"Boston is the total runner's
and an estimated 3000 unofficial to be comfortable for the first 20 high, the granddaddy of all
runners--it will be like drawing a miles. I don't care whatnappens marathons. It's been a part of
white· line on Mill Road and after that.
·
my life sfoce I can remember. I
telling the entire student body of 1 "I hope its going to be fun, at · used to get a big kick out of runUNlJ to line up behind it. j
least for the first part. In New ning in road races in high school
This is also one of the only-road York, I was dead after thirteen. I with 150 people clapping at the
races in the world where spec- don't want to go through that finish.
/
tator~ outnumber participants.
again."
"I was at the finish of the '75
Cheering throngs line the entire
Lucien Hodgeman, 19, is a pre- race when Bill Rodgers crossed
26-mile, eight-town route.
vet major from Loudon. He has the line and all those people were
Six students from UNH will be been running 140 miles a week cheering and screaming. I said
amqng those 10,000 milling pr,e paring for Boston. Two years
'this is unbelievable.' I had goose
through the streets of Hopkinton ago, he ran a 2:22 at the Yonkers bumps all over. Can you im~gine
Monday. Five of thein have run a Marathon in New York.
having goose bumps for 26 miles?
marathon before. One is just
"(Boston) is a challenge," he
"l'v~ been training hard for
along for the ride.
said. "I want to do well. I'm
five months. I'm not going to jog
Kevin Haddock is a 20-year-pld going Out fast, about 5:30 pace.
it to see the sites of Boston. I'm
business major from Gilford. He It's all or nothing. It~ I can do
gbing to race Boston. I'm going
is a veteran of six marathons, the pretty well.
to run as hard as I can for ·as long
last being a 2:32 at the New York
"The crowd is going to be a
as I can. And I'm in shape to do
City race in October.
pr~jem. You have trouble stretchit."
.
He has been averaging 80-100 ing out ·and moving well with so
Mike St. Laurent, 23, is a
miles a week for the past five many people around you. I'm
years and is by far the most con- psyched. I think I'm ready for It.
sistent of the group. On Wed- I'm going to sleep a lot over the
nesday, he did a 20-mile depletion weekend.''
run with four layers of clothing.
Anthony Scarlotto is a junior
"I'm looking forward to 1majoring
in
chemical
Boston. I've never run it before. engineering.
He has been
It's going-- to be great with ~11 training 50-80 miles a week since

sophomore economics major
from Exeter. He has been .
averaging 70 miles a week since
September and has been running
seriously for ten years.
He has run Boston twice before,
finishing 742nd last year with
2:43. He is still recovering from
the Virginia Beach Marathon,
which he ran four weeks ago,
again posting a 2:43. This year,
he plans to run the last 20 miles
with Scarlotto.
"I've run Boston twice before
and I'm just continuing the
tradition. I'm going to jump in
with Tony about the six-mile
mark. I hope I can spot him i~
the crowd. The field is large,
_sure, but its good to see so; many
people running consistently. It's
too bad the streets aren't wide
enough for 20,000.
"The greatest thing is the excitement of seeing the Pru from
the top of He~rtbreak Hill. It's
really inspiring. Of course
there's the thrill of having 2
million people watching you simMARATHON, page 18

Scoring spreads out
for '79 stickwomen

Last year UNH allowed only 18
goals during the regulation portion of its 10-1-1 season. But this
younger and relatively inex- year 50 percent of the defense is
perienced, though backstopped new. "There· might be more
by tri-captain senior Suzanne scoring in our end this year,''
Rousseau, an all-star goalie of said Rilling, "but I'm hoping the
the past two years.
offense is strong ·enough to score
The offense has traditionally more down at the other end.''
been a one- or two-woman show.
Kelly Stone (who will play betFor the last two years, the ring ween mid-field and line defense),
leader has been senior tri-captain Hope Mau1ren and goalie
Kathy Sanborn, a small but Rousseau have the most exdeceptively quick attacker who perience. Susan Mauran and
, has poured in 78 goals in two Susan Kilmister round out the
seasons . .
defense.
This year, according to Rilling,
In the overall oO.tlook, the loss
the scoring will be more spread of three key players to
out. Sophomore Carol B~rry and graduation-Marissa Didio, Gail
junior Donna O'Brien should aid Keyes and Diane Willis-has hurt
UNH in the balanced offense con- but it shouldn't drastically affect
cept. Last year, Berry scored 23 the Wildcats' season.
UNH expects to.make the New
times. O'Brien wasn't as fortunate, however, when she broke Englands again. Last year,
though ranked number one, the
her finger midway through the
Wildcats fell to Yale, 3-2 in the
season.
The Wildcats' strongest area is semi-finals although they outshot
the mid-field, where Rilling has the Elis 46-6. Despite the setplanted senior tri-captain Beth back, UNH place 11 of its 12
Wheatley, an adept _cradler with members on all-star squads, six
~ood sp_eed, second-year player
of them on the first team.
Gaby · Haroules, Janet Cope,
UMass (where Didio is an
freshman Carla Hesler, and assistant coach) and Harvard
senior Sherry Valicenti, who was (which just returned from a stint
forced to sit out the past two in England) should provide some
seasons because of severe ham- top competition along with Northstring pulls.
eastern (home) and Springfield
Defensively, says Rilling, "I <home). '
initially look to having · more
Rilling said she expects "at
Wildcat B~ian Noyes draws a crowd of tIConn players as the ball pops out of h~s' stick during goals scored against us. Possibly -1east six teams" to ·use a zone
it will happen, burwe'll be ready defense against UNH because
yesterday's action. UNH won, 15-14, to up its record to 4-1 on the season. ~Gerry Miles photo)
for the New Englands and the "they know they can't cope with
nationals at Penn State."
the speed."
OFFENSE
co'ntinued from page 20
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Cats outdo UConn
ill overtime, 15-14
LACROSSE
continued from page 20

The 'bench emptied onto the field,
with Fay in the middle of a pile of
white jerseys, arms and legs.
"I was trying to swing back,"
said Fay after the game, "for a
two-handed shot, and I got caught
on their defenseman. I had to get
rid of it so I took the shot. It was
luck."
The Cats must now ready
themselves for Bowdoin, which

"Everyone's waiting for this
game,'' said Ryan after the
game. "Same thing happened
today, we got behind by too much
and had to come from behind. If
the attack has a good day, we'll
have no problem."
What's a good day for the attack?
"When we have the ball, we run
and gun the ball and we'll be
tough to stop."
1

The NH needs sportswriters.
See Lee in Rm. 151 MUB

Hunsaker na1ned
new sports editor
Junior Lee Hunsaker has been appointed the new sports editor
of The New Hampshire.
·
Hunsaker, a 21-year-old sports communications major, will
assume his duties with next Friday's edition.
.
..../ He has been on The New Hampshire's sports staff for three
years, covering men's hockey, soccer, and women's lacrosse. He
has also worked as a photographer, and has been a staff reporter ·
for two year~.
Hunsaker has also worked for two years with WUNH radio, and
is the statidn's football color commentator.
A native of Albany, Oregon, Hunsaker attended Milford (NH)
High School before coming to UNH.
"As far as the sports section itself is concerned,'' said Hunsaker _
of the year ahead, "I want to go for more features when possible.
"I want to try to expose the reader to more than just games. I
want to show how the athletic departments work, and give the
readers a better insight into the collegiate athletic situation."
Hunsaker replaces current sports editor Tom Lynch, who will
become one of the paper's managing editors.
f
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UNH

sw~eps

pair: 1-0, 7-4

Good golly--Steve Wholley no-hits Huskies
By Pete Hearne
UNH captain Steve Wholley
pitched a no-hitter in the first
game of yesterday's baseball
doubleheader against Northeastern. The Wildcats swept
both games, 1-0 and 7-4 to up their
record to 9-5 .
.The Wildcats are scheduled to
open their home schedule
tomorrow afternoon with a ·
doubleheader against Maine at
12:30.
The Black Bears were ranked
third in this week's New England
coaches' poll. Their 6-4 record
was good enough for third place
in the ~CAC New England standings and first place in the
Yankee Conference.
Last season the Bears lost both
games of a doubleheader to UNH,
thanks to twin shutouts by
Wholley and Terry Williams. '
Williams, who is stTII having
arm problems, is scheduled to
start one of tomorrow's games,
while freshman Andy Adams will
pitch the other.
Brackett Field is sti11 drying
_out, bQt according td members of
the UNH grounds crew, it should
_. be ready for tomorrow's game if
the weather remains dry.
Yesterday's
first
game
belonged to Wholley. ''Steve
moved the ball well," said pitching coach Tom White. "He had
his good slider. He's all the way
back from his knee injury.''
''The main thing I was doing
was trying to-throw strikes," said
Wholley modestly, who boosted
his record to 2-1, giving up just

tw<;> hits in his last two outings·.
Wholley recorded three strike
outs while walking two. One
Huskie reached on an error.
The Wildcats-got their only run
in the second inning.
Right fielder Keith Stone was
sacrificed to secopd by second
baseman John Walker after
leading off with a walk. Stone advanced to third on a gound ball,
and scored when shortstop Jim
Neal's infield dribbler was
thrown away by Huskie first
baseman Joe Glynn.
UNH had several more scoring
opportunities fo the game, coliecJing four hits, but couldn't put the
game out of reach. Northeastern
hurler Bill Hart was also effective throughout the contest.
In the third inning, designated
hitter Mark O'Hearn walked and
reached third on left fielder Jim
Wholley's single, who advanced
to second on the throw. Stone then
walked to load the bases, but
that's how it remained as Hart
struck out Walker. In all, UNH left
eight men on base during the
game.
If the first gam~ was a pitchers' duel, then the second game
of the twin bill was a totally different brand of baseball, being
filled with hits, errors, walks, and
other assorted delights that make
pitching coaches' hair prematurely grey.
- Charlie Jones got the starting
nod for the Wildcats, and lasted
four innings plus. thrPP morp
than the shell-shocked Northeastern starter, Paul Nickerson.

the new hampshire

Nickerson was replaced by
southpaw Mike Ford in the
second, an inning which saw five
Wildcats cross the plate.
Greg Jablonski, who woµld
later triple for UNH's only extra-

base hit of the afternoon, led the
inning off with a base-on-balls.
Second baseman Matt Beebe
reached on an error, and catcher .
Jim MacDonald loaded the bases
with a well-executed bunt down

the third baseline. Neal then
collected two more RBI's with a
solid hit up the middle.
Center fielder Jeff Whitty,
BASEBALL, page 18

UNH's John Fay cradles around a defender as he attacks the UConn net in yesterday's game.
Huskie goalie Peter Schwartz looks on. Fay scored the game-winning goal in overtime, giving
the Cats a 15-14 decision. (Gerry Miles photo)

sports Cats edge UConn, 15-14
~y

time goal from 25 yards out as
Gerry Miles
John Fay must be starting to UNH edged Connecticut 15-14 for
feel a Ii ttle like the trouble- its fourth straight win. UNH now
shooting engineers at the nuclear stands at 4-1 while preparing to
host a . tough Bowdoin team
plant in Harrisburg.
When play gets tense, and a · tomorrow at 2 p.m.
Affer being tied at the end of
melt-down seems near, Fay is the
engineer the UNH lacrosse team the first half 8-8, the Huskies exturns to to release the pressure ploded for three unanswered
and send the occupants of this goals in a twelve-minute span to
our toughest opponents. By the tiny college town home happy enjoy the biggest lead of the
By Lee Hunsaker
The beginnipgs have been the time we play Dartmouth (April that UNH has won again.
game so far.
same for 13 years . ·UNH's 21) we should have ironed out a
Huskie Peter Murphy made it
For the second time in as many
women's lacrosse team gathers few wrinkles."
games, Fay has been the high 9-8 when the Cats couldn't clear
This year's squad is different scorer for the Wildcats and both the zone and he capitalized on the
together in New Hampshire Hall
in mid-February to embark on a from the past. The defense is times scored the winning goal.
problem. Four minutes later,
one and a half month training
Yesterday, Fay broke a 14-14 Larry Ioloi scored his third goal
OFFENSE, page 19
progression which will come to
regulation deadlock with an over- of tlie game when he scooped up a
an end this Saturday.
.
loose ball and settled it into the
Coach Jean Rilling's lacrosse
net past UNH's second goalie of
squad has been highly ranked for
the game, Peter Sheehan, giving
the past three years, last year
UConn a 10-8 lead.
being given the dubious distinc--Sheehan replaced-sfa-rfe-r Rick
tion as the best in New England
Jenkinson at the end of the first
going into post-season play.
half. According , to UNH coach
Each year, its trek to the top has
Ted Garber, Jenkinson was starbegun the same way.
ted because "I wanted him to
New England weather, year in
play and he hadn't had a chance
and year out, seems to wait for
to play for us yet.''
the first game of the year before
.. 1 a1so wameu .-,neenan to get
letting up and allowing women to
some rest before the Bowdoin
game Saturday," added Garber.
play.
"That doesn't help at all," said
James Albert scored the third
Rilling. "But we did get out
straight UConn goal when Murearlier this year than we have in
phy swung the net and hit him
the past. It seems to work out to
with a pass who just fired it
be a bout the same each year.''
home. Curt Shumway stopped the
So far UNH has been able to
Huskie cheering eight seconds
practice "maybe five or six
notching his second goal of the
times" outside, according to
game after a set up pass from
Rilling. "But the girls start ~ff
Jay Leech.
with a positive attitude about
The Wildcats got hungry and
being indoors."
pressed strongly and kept the
Tomorrow, the Wildcats will
score witl)in one, 12-11, when
begin their nine-game slate when ·
Willie Ryan was left unguarded
they travel to Bowdoin for an 11
at the side of UConn's cage.
a.m. encounter. In previous
"On the last goal," said Ryan
years, UNH has had little trouble
while untaping his left knee in the
handling the Polar Bears, ana
trainer's room, "there w·e re three
the result should be the same this
guys on him (Fay) and no one on
year.
me. I was wide open, and my
Actually, the Wildcats should
mother could have put that one
have little trouble with their first
in."
three opponents--Bowdoin,
UConn upped the margin to two
Bridgewater (home on April
goais again when the UNH de17th) and Tufts.
Wildcat goalie Susanne Rousseau follows a loose ball in prac- fense left John Deluca untouched to
"The first three games." said tice yesterday. The women's lacrosse team opens its season . me point-blank.
Rillin~, "I don't anticipate will be
But just before the meltdown,
tomorrow at Bowdoin. <Lee Hunsaker photo>

Offense strong suit
for UNH laxwomen

~

Fay started the offensive
machine up and cooled the
situation quite nicely.
Scoring fifteen seconds after
Deluca's. goal, UNH was back
within one. Three minutes later,
Eric Fraser scored his second
goal of the game to knot the
score.
.
Again the Huskies came back.
Jeff Sherman scored through a
screen that Sheehan had no chance
on.
Fay then came through again
seconds later and tied the score
with his second hat trick in as
many games on an unassisted effort.
A frustrated UConn team tried
hard to hold the Wildcats potent
offense, which was coming hard
and working for the right
moment with 1:09 left to play,
that moment came.
In trying to be too cautious,
defenseman John Morgan was
called on a head check and UNH
had a power play for a minute.
The Wildcats elected to just
hold the ball and wait for the last
shot, which would come after the
penalty expired with approximately five seconds left.
The last shot went by the net
and the game went into sudden
death.
UNH forced a quick turnover
and quickly set up in the attacking zone. Fay took in a pass
and worked the ball to the top of
the offensive box, where he started into his patented quick-leftright-left dodge that leaves opponents looking for another
shoulder fake.
Instead, he stood his ground
and threw in a low one-handed
scoop shot that rolled through
seemingly every player on the
field.
For a split secon'd, everything
was quiet as everyone searched
for the ball. And then just as
quickly, the net behind goalie
Schwartz bulged and the UNH
fans let up a scream of happiness.
LACROSSE, page 19

